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ABSTRACT 

The induced polarization method of geophysical prospecting has 

been in use for approximately 20 years with varying degrees of success. 

During this time it was impossible to distinguish anomalous responses 

typically due to clay, graphite, pyrite or chalcocite, with the obvious 

result that too many holes were drilled into non-economic anomalous 

rock masses. 

In order to obtain a better understanding of these responses 

and obtain some descriptive information from the measurements, the 

electrical properties of rocks, as applied to this area of geophysical 

prospecting, must be defined and understood. The electrochemical 

processes in wet mineralized rocks control their electrical response 

and determine their transfer characteristics since the dielectric prop

erties are negligible in the .01 to 1000 Hz range. 

By synthesizing an equivalent electrical network taking into-

account the electrical and electrochemical characteristics of rocks, 

and by matching this equivalent circuit to the transfer characteristics 

of individual rock samples, deterministic measurements can be made on 

rock samples in the laboratory. For example, it is possible to dis

tinguish between rock samples, where the mineralization is predominately 

pyrite (FeS2) and those that are predominately mineralized with chalco

cite (CU2S), or chalcopyrite (CuFeS2). 

xi 



xii 

It is anticipated that this method can be applied to field 

measurements with little modification and the only real limitation to 

making descriptive measurements will be the accuracy with which the 

measurements can be made. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO THE INDUCED POLARIZATION METHOD 

1.I The Problem 

The Induced polarization (IP) method of geophysical prospecting, 

which is basically a method of measuring the electrical response of 

rocks, was first seriously used as a prospecting tool by the mining 

industry approximately 20 years ago. Since that time instrumentation 

and methodology have undergone many improvements, but the bulk of the 

work has been done by mining companies and contractors with the result 

that most information has remained proprietary. What little is 

published in the general literature considerably lags the present 

state of the art. Even with the rapid growth and widespread acceptance 

of the use of the IP method, low frequency polarization processes in 

rocks are not clearly understood, and the most recent field surveying 

techniques are not deterministic. 

Briefly stated, the object of this research is to determine 

whether induced polarization measurements can be deterministic. 

Perhaps, through improved instrumentation and measuring techniques it 

will be possible to differentiate between IP responses due to economic 

and noneconomic types of mineralization, e.g., between metallic-luster 

minerals and graphites or clays, all of which give IP responses. An 

additional goal is to present a concise picture of the polarization 

process in rocks in an effort to clarify some of the confusion and 

1 
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misinformation existing in current literature and communications. 

Since IP prospecting is a method of electrical measurement, a 

direct electrical approach to the problem is to determine the transfer 

function of various rock types. The IP method involves a controlled 

current input and a measured voltage output, hence the rock's transfer 

function is its transfer impedance. If differentiation of rock types 

by electrical means is possible, the transfer impedance approach should 

disclose the variables involved. 

This research first theoretically formulates the polarization 

process through electrochemical considerations and derives equivalent 

circuits for distributed polarization in rocks (Chapter 2). Then 

laboratory measurements (Chapter 3) are made on rock samples taken from 

existing industrial prospects or operating mines. These laboratory 

measurements are made in a controlled environment, trying to duplicate 

field conditions as closely as possible. The laboratory data is then 

matched to theoretical transfer functions via computerized optimization 

routines to find the variable parameters of importance. The laboratory 

results are then applied to field techniques (Chapter 4) by outlining 

methods for making deterministic in situ measurements. 

1.2 Historical Background 

The distinction of being the first man to notice and describe 

the electrical energy storage capability of rocks belongs to Conrad 

Schlumberger, whose initial discovery is recorded in his German patent 

of 1912 (No. 269,928). He discusses the phenomenon briefly in a chapter 

"Polarisation ProvoqueS" of his monograph "Etude Sur la Prospection 
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Klectrigue du Sous-Sol (1920). Schlumberger noticed that metallic ores 

polarized and stored electrical charge when a dc current was passed 

through them, and discharged slowly after the charging current was 

removed. He labeled this effect "externally caused" or "induced" 

polarization, hence the present name. Although he mentioned this effect 

as possibly being "used to advantage in prospecting" he evidently did 

not follow up his initial findings nor did anyone else at that time 

and research on the IP phenomenon lapsed for more than 20 years. 

The next significant published development in induced polariza

tion was made by A. A. Brant and his group at Newmont during 1946 to 

1958. This is the first basic work done in modern IP and is summarized 

in a volume edited by Wait (1959), entitled Overvoltage Research and 

Geophysical Applications. During this same period, Bleil (1953) 

performed several experiments from which he concluded that the 

"polarization potential of Schlumberger arose from a more or less uniform 

distribution of electrically conductive minerals" in rocks only, and 

that if mineralization were absent, there would be no IP effect. How 

convenient it would be if this were actually the case! Bleil's work 

suffered from excessively large current densities as did much of the 

early work by others. 

Between 1957 and 1959, Madden and his co-workers at MIT pre

pared a series of reports for the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 

(Marshall, Fahlquist and Neves, 1957; Madden and Marshall, 1958; Madden 

and Marshall, 1959a, 1959b) dealing with induced polarization processes 

and background effects using a thermodynamic approach. These reports 

are good but still leave many questions unanswered concerning IP 
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and the polarization processes. Since 1959, several other universities 

and mining companies along with the U. S. Geological Survey have become 

interested in induced polarization. Significant publications during 

this interval have been scarce and those of interest will be referenced 

as they are needed in this text. 

The Russians have been active in IP with the first applications 

used in petroleum well logging in the early 40*s, according to Dakhnov 

(1959). Komarov (1969), Parkhomenko (1971) and many other Russian authors 

have contributed to the general knowledge of IP, but the general state 

of the art in the U.S.S.R. appears to be about the same as in the U. S. 

and Canada. France and Sweden are active in IP prospecting, and Japan 

has recently become interested in the field as evidenced by the recent 

visit of a team of top Japanese geophysicists. A summary of their 

world-wide trip is published in Butsuri-Tanko (Geophysical Exploration) 

by Drs. Seto and Hirezo-Kaki (1970). 

Figures obtained from summaries published yearly by the 

Geophysics Activity Committee of the Society of Exploration Geophysicists 

indicates that IP is the fastest growing geophysical ground based 

prospecting method in use today. Expenditures in money and manhours 

involved in IP research and field work have increased at an average 

annual rate of approximately 40% since 1961. In spite of the millions 

of dollars spent annually few major ore bodies have been found solely 

through the use of IP surveying, and little is known about the polariza

tion processes in rocks or whether information can be derived from IP 
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waveforms which can be used to differentiate between different types 

of mineralization. 

1.3 Field Methods Presently Used 

Field techniques have not changed greatly since the first IP 

survey was run, except for improvements in equipment which has become 

more compact, reliable and sensitive. The reason for this is that 

IP uses basically the same type of field arrays that are used for 

resistivity surveying, and resistivity surveying has been done since 

the turn of the century (Schlumberger, 1920). 

Two basic types of IP surveying are practiced in the field: 

time domain and frequency domain. The time domain input current 

waveform and a typical voltage response waveform over mineralized 

ground are shown in Fig. 1.1. This method entails pulsing the ground 

with a symmetrical waveform which is on 50% of the time and off 50%. 

On-times vary from 2 to 10 seconds with equal off-times. A typical 

period would be: +3 amperes for 2 seconds, off for 2 seconds, -3 

amperes for 2 seconds and off again for 2 seconds. The measured 

parameter in the time domain method is the area under the discharge 

curve (labeled Vt in Fig. 1.1). The derived parameter is the 

chargeability H, defined as 

M * Tvt d, (1.1) 



T 
JP 

1 

t i m e  

Figure 1.1 Time Domain IP Waveform 
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where ti and t2 define a time interval on the discharge curve which 

excludes major voltage transients due to electromagnetic coupling 

effects. In this usage, M is commonly given units of millivolt-seconds 

per volt. Referring again to Figure 1.1, compare this chargeability 

with the dimensionless parameter m, derived by Seigel (1959) and often 

called the theoretical chargeability 

VP (1.2) 

This theoretical chargeability cannot be measured accurately in the 

field since inductive and capacitive coupling effects obscure the 

actual rock response in the vicinity of a step change in voltage or 

current. 

Frequency domain measurements are made at two different 

frequencies, usually a decade apart. The waveforms are shown 

schematically in Figure 1.2 and, as in time domain, this system uses 

a controlled current input. The measured parameter is the steady state 

voltage response and the derived parameter is the frequency effect which 

is 

V  -  V  
FE = _j_ 

V ,  1 (1.3) 

where and V2 are the filtered high and low frequency responses as 

shown in Figure 1.2. Since the current is held at a constant peak 

amplitude while varying the frequency, equation (1.3) can be written as 



FILTERED OUTPUT 

Figure 1.2 Frequency Domain IP Waveform 



FE = * H 

• d.4) 

where p and ^ are the respective magnitudes of apparent resistivity 

at frequencies 1 and 2. Equations 1.3 and 1.4 are commonly expressed 

as a percent frequency effect or FE x 100%. 

Notice that resistivity measurements are actually a special 

case (dc) of frequency domain IP measurements. This fact is used to a 

great extent in frequency domain IP modeling. 

An analogous relationship is obtained for chargeability in the 

time domain when the input current is a step function [ U (t) ] and 

the resistivity is a function of complex frequency [ p (p) ]. Using 

Seigel's theoretical definition in the limit and the initial and final 

value theorems of Laplace transforms, 

J(t) = J ' U (t) C1-5) 

J(P)= -J" (1"6) 

E(p) = p(P) ' <1-7) 

lim E(t)= lim €(p) = yO(p)-J = />( jOJ) • J = p J • (1,8> 
t -*• co P-*" 0 P-** 0 a) o ^ 

lim E(t) s lim p- E(p) = p{p)-J = p{}0J) • J 
t-»o p -*-oo p-*a> & _*.oo 

(1.9) 
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E(t) - Elt) P - P 
t-00 t —* 0 _ 0 I 

m = E(t) ~ P (i'10) 
t -co 'o 

This is analogous to saying 

P - P 
_ dc ac m - — P (1.11) 

dc 

where p^c is the dc value of resistivity, and pac is the effective 

value of the resistivity at t>*o, or infinite frequency. Although this 

relationship was derived for the charging cycle of the time domain 

waveform, the same arguments hold for the discharge. 

Additional information on IP field methods can be obtained from 

the abundant commercial material available from geophysical contractors, 

equipment manufacturers, and from the general literature. Several 

good references are SEG Mining Geophysics. Vol. I and II (1966, 1967), 

Keller and Frischknecht (1966), and Sumner (1971). 

This section is not intended to be a comprehensive review of 

IP measuring techniques. Rather, the intention is to give the basic 

and most common methods. For example, variations in the time domain 

method include unequal on- and off-times for the current waveform, and 

in the frequency domain, at least one mining company is measuring phase 

in addition to the normal magnitude measurements. However, it is 

obvious that by using the above techniques, present IP surveys do little 

more than indicate anomalous regions. This in itself is desirable, but 

it is impossible to make deterministic measurements with these methods. 



CHAPTER 2 

POLARIZATION THEORY AND EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS 

2.1 Introduction 

Recent laboratory measurements have shown that wet rock 

materials display linear electrical characteristics when the excitation 

A 
current density is kept very low (typically below .1/xA/cm"). When used 

in this sense, linearity indicates the electrical response of the rock 

is directly proportional to the electrical input in both amplitude and 

frequency. Knowing both the input function and output function, 

electrical characteristics of geologic materials can be defined in 

terms of transfer functions. 

In the case of induced polarization measurements, the input 

parameter is current and the measured output parameter is voltage. 

Therefore, the transfer function is the transfer impedance. The trans

fer impedance of rock materials can be measured directly using sinusoidal 

current excitation and monitoring the phase and amplitude of the 

resulting voltage response. If this is done at several different 

frequencies, an impedance spectrum is generated, displaying the fre

quency characteristics of each rock type. These frequency "signatures" 

can then be used to describe the electrical characteristics of rock 

materials. One objective of this work is to describe rocks in terms of 

diagnostic impedance parameters that will aid geologists and geophysicists 

11 
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in conducting accurate mineral surveys. The approach used in this 

research will be to synthesize transfer impedances of different rock 

types with equivalent circuits composed of discrete and distributed 

linear, passive elements. The impedance determining mechanisms of wet 

rocks will be developed and improved upon and circuit parameters will 

be defined in terms of these mechanisms (see Figure 2.1). 

The typical IP response appears to be due to electrochemical 

reactions in rock materials. At the frequencies of interest (.01 to 

1000 Hz) the typical displacement current encountered in dielectric 

material is much too low to account for the large electrical energy 

storage found in polarizable rocks. It is felt that the predominant 

cause of induced electrical polarization is due to electrochemical 

activity at metallic mineral-electrolyte interfaces. Ion adsorption, 

electron transfer, ion diffusion, electrode double layer capacitance, 

etc., all contribute to the complex impedances measured in wet mineralized 

rocks. 

Dry rocks do not exhibit measurable electrical energy storage 

at IP frequencies. However wet rocks composed of sandstone, clays, 

graphitic limestone, and other non-metallic materials have displayed 

time or frequency dependent impedances. Regardless of the origin of 

the energy storage phenomena, any time or frequency dependent behavior 

of rocks in the .01 to 1000 Hz region is usually labeled an IP effect. 

The following sections discuss two major types of polarization 

mechanisms: electrode polarization, and membrane polarization. Chemists 

have been involved with these types of polarization for more than 70 
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years, but their applications are typically at current and voltage levels 

much higher than those encountered in geophysical prospecting. The 

result is that the chemists' work has been largely ignored or misinter

preted when applied to the low current density IP phenomenon. 

This work relies on the chemical descriptions of polarization 

as given by Laidler (1970), Murray and Reilley (1963), Laitinen (I960), 

Jost (1952), Delahay (1954, 1961), Parsons (197.0) and Vetter (1967). 

Earlier work in the field is adequately referenced by these authors. 

Applied work in the area of geophysical prospecting by Madden 

and Marshall (1959a), Keller and Frischnecht (1966) and others will be 

referred to also, but the results of this research differs from their 

work in most instances. 

2.2 Electrode Polarization and Overpotential 

Current flow through an electrochemical system comprised of 

electrodes (metallic mineral particles) and electrolyte (pore fluids) 

takes place through reactions or processes acting as series network 

elements each having an influence on the current flow. In any given 

system the current is governed or limited by the slowest process. In 

electrode polarization or at electrode-electrolyte interfaces, two processes 

are of interest: 1) charge-transfer reactions (faradaic current) and 

2) electrical double layer charging (non-faradaic) current. Since an 

electrochemical cell is governed by the slowest internal process, it is 

important to investigate the various internal mechanisms controlling the 

passage of current. 

A basic summary of chemical processes pertinent to electrode 

polarization is presented here to lay the background for distributed 
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electrode polarization as seen in disseminated sulfide ores. Current 

flow due to charge transfer reactions will be considered first where 

this mechanism is the rate limiting process. 

2.2.1 Faradaic Currents, Charge-Transfer Limited 

The reversible half reaction of an oxidation-reduction (redox) 

couple is represented quantitatively by 

Ox + ne" = Red 

The equation correlating the equilibrium electrode potential 

to the concentrations of the involved species is the Nernst equation 

R — gas constant 

T "= absolute temperature in °K 

F » Faraday 

n • number of electrons involved (ion valence) 

a^ ** chemical activity of species i, also » f^c^ where c^ 

is the concentration of species i in moles/cm^ and 

fl is the activity coefficient. 

Substituting for in equation (2-1) 

(2.1) 

where E° » value of the potential Egq at unit activities 

or 

E eq ( 2 . 2 )  
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where E°' corresponds to the value of Eeq at unit concentrations of 

oxidant and reductant and is called the formal potential of the electrode. 

The net current at an electrode is the algebraic sum of two 

opposing currents, ia, the anodic (oxidation) current and ic the 

cathodic (reduction) current, where 

ic  = i  (at equilibrium) (2.3) 

In general, at any potential the net current is given by 

i s  ic  — ia= n FA ( kc  C°x  -kQCred) *2  

where the signs on the currents follow the usual chemical conventions, 

kc and ka are the heterogeneous rate constants (cm sec""*) of the 

cathodic and anodic currents, and C°xand Cr°d are the concentrations of 

the reactants at the electrode surface. Both kc and ka vary exponentially 

with electrode potential: 

kc  = k° e 
-  —~qr— (E - E° ') 

RT (2.5) 

kQ= k° e R T (2.6)  
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Note that k° = kc = ka when i=o, and therefore k° is defined 

as the value of kc or ka at the formal potential of the redox couple. 

Rewriting (2.4) in terms of the rate constants, 

i = n FAk° 
^(E-E0) „ - lb2M. (E _ e* ) 0 RT,u u , o RT 

ox e Wed e , (2.7) 

where a is the transfer coefficient and is a measure of the symmetry 

of the reaction rates of the cathodic and anodic reactions. (See 

Figure 2.2) 

For equilibrium conditions i=o, E = E„ and the surface eq 
o o 

concentrations C and C • are equal to the bulk concentrations C_ „ ox red ox 

and Cre(j. Therefore, solving equation (2.7) at equilibrium gives the 

exchange current i0 as 

r- A CL i0  = n F A k Cox C red  (2 .8) 

For the special case of Cox = Cred = C the exchange current is 

i0= n FA k° C (2.9) 

When an electrolytic current passes through an electrode two 

types of potential changes can be noticed. One is concentration over-

potential which is the effect of changes in concentration at the electrode 

surface with respect to the concentration of the bulk solution. This is 

actually the difference in potential between the theoretical equilibrium 

value and the value the electrode assumes. The other is activation over-

potential which is the additional potential needed to cause a reaction 
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Figure 2.2 Current-Potential Relationship for 
an Electrode Process Controlled by 
Activation Overpotential 
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to go one way or the other, i.e., the potential necessary to cause a 

net current to flow. 

Activation overpotential (77) is of interest in IP work and is 

defined as the difference between the applied potential, E, and the 

equilibrium potential, Eeq. Rewriting the Nernst equation, 

V-  E— Ee„= E - E*'- ln^a  (2-10) 

Substituting (2.-10) and (2.8) in equation (2.7) and assuming that 

c° •= C . , C° = Cr-oA, the current is expressed in terms of over-
ox ox red reQ 

potential and equilibrium current as 

_ anF -  _ (I  —a) n F-n 
i = i0 e — i0e ^ (2.11) 

At 25°C, the value of RT/F is .0257 volt-coulombs per faraday. 

Therefore if rj is small compared with .0257/a and .0257/(l-a ) 

then the exponentials of equation (2.11) can be expanded in a Taylor 

series in which only the first two terms are significant. With these 

assumptions, the electrode current becomes 

io n 
1  " RT (2.12) 

Notice that current and potential are linearly related and that i0nF/RT 

must have units of conductance (1/ohms). The reciprocal of this is 

termed the polarization resistance, and is the effective resistance due 

to the finite rate of electron transfer at the electrode surface. 

Conversely, if 17 is large with respect to .0257/a and 

.0257/(1-Q ) then the bafck reaction can be neglected and the cathodic 
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current becomes 

c (2.13) 

Solving for '7J 

(2.14) 

or 

77c = CJ - b log ic 

(2.15) 

which is the well known Tafel equation expressing the overpotential as 

a linear function of the logarithm of current. This equation is of 

interest when the electrode current becomes large compared with the 

equilibrium current. Although some authors (e.g., Keller and 

Frischknecht, 1966) still quote Tafel's law as governing the voltage-

current relationship, this is not what is observed in the present 

laboratory work for typical IP current densities (< .1fxA/cm^). Equation 

(2.12) actually holds for IP current levels in rocks since non-linearities 

have not been measured at these levels. 

However, as it will be shown in the following discussion the 

dominant current controlling relationship is mass-transfer (diffusion) 

and the secondary effects of charge-transfer permit rough mineral 

differentiation. 
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2.2.2 Faradaic Current, Mass-Transfer Limited 

Any particular type of current flow in an electrode-electrolyte 

system can occur only if and when the oxidizing or reducing species are 

moved into the proximity of the electrode. Under most conditions, the 

rate of charge-transfer is much faster than the mass-transfer process. 

Under these conditions the current is mass-transfer limited. Two modes 

of mass-transfer are possible in a chemical system which can be applied 

to porous rocks saturated with electrolyte. One mode is diffusion which 

exists when there is a concentration gradient in the electrolyte in the 

vicinity of the electrode-solution interface. The other is migration or 

drift of ionized species when a potential gradient exists in the 

electrolytic solution. 

It is assumed that diffusion is the dominant factor for mass-

transfer controlled electrode polarization, drift effects being negligible 

due to the extremely low voltages and mobilities involved and the high 

conductivity of mineralized groundwater. Additional assumptions are: 

1) Einstein's relationship holds, that isjU/D = F/RT, where ̂  is the 

2 - 1 - 1  9 - 1  
mobility (cm volt sec ) and D is the diffusion coefficient (cm sec ), 

and 2) D is not a function of electrolyte concentration. Now, apply 

these conditions to electrolyte filled pore spaces in rocks where ion 

mobility is not impaired by the walls of the pores except to restrict ion 

motion to one dimension. The mathematical model of electrode polarization 

for metallic particles blocking pore spaces as shown in Figure 2.3 will 

hold for linear diffusion, and Fick's law in one dimension for semi-infinite 

diffusion apply. With these assumptions, Fick's laws are written as 
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ROCK MATRIX 

METALLIC MINERAL PARTICLE 
<A 

PORE SPACES FILLED WITH FLUID 

Figure 2 .3 Simple Model of Metallic Particles 
Blocking Pore Spaces Giving Rise to 
Electrode Polarization 
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i  =  n  F A D  (  \  
\ Ox / x = 0 

(First Law) (2 .16)  

(Second Law) (2.17) 

where 

D « diffusion coefficient (cm^/sec.) 

F • Faraday's number 

A «= surface area of electrode 

c(y.yt) 
•= concentration as a function of distance x and time t 
where x-0 is the electrode-solution interface. 

n = ion valence 

Assume now that initially the concentration for all x is C, i.e., 

CM = C , at t = 0" 

and that at t°0+ a potential is applied to the system to immediately 

deplete the electroactive species at the electrode surface. Also 

assume that at relatively large distances away from the electrode 

C(x,t) = C or 

C t o . O  = 0  ,  t  >  0  

C(®,») = C , t > 0 

which is the case for semi-infinite linear diffusion. Solving equation 

(2.17) for Cu.0 and inserting this into equation (2.16), one obtains 

(2.18) 
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(2.19) 

Equation (2.19) is also known as the Cottrell equation. 

Instead of working with applied potentials, it is customary in 

IP studies to use a constant or known current source. Solving Fick's 

laws for the concentration at the electrode surface using a step current 

input (Heaviside step function U(t)) and using the initial condition 

C(x,»)= C , t = 0 

and the boundary condition 

C(®,t)= C ,  t >0 
I 

i(t) = I  U(t) 

= I  , t > 0 

= 0 , t < 0 

the results are 

(2 .20)  

or 

(2 .21)  
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The time that it takes C(o,t) to decay to zero is called the 

transition time T and when put in the following form is known as the 

Sand equation: 

T% _nFAC \| D IT  '  
2 I  

(2 .22 )  

Since the electrode potential is proportional to the concentra

tion at its surface, the above equations give the form of the voltage 

response for a constant input current. 

The Laplace transforms of Equations (2.20) and (2.21) are 

C(x,p)= - £ 3/, eXp̂ XfjP ) 
P n FAd'^ p3 /2  V ID j  (2.23)  

and 

C I  
C(0 ,p)" P n F A D'72 pJ/2 (2.24) 

where p is the complex frequency operator. The system impulse response 

(Murray and Reilley, 1963) is 

C — C(o,p) = 

n F A Dp ' (2.25) 

Delahay (1954) arrives at essentially the same equations although 

through a completely different approach by using an equivalent circuit 

and a sinusoidal current input. Let the electrode-solution interface 

be represented by the simple electrical circuit as shown in Figure 2 . 4  
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Figure 2.4 Simple Equivalent Circuit for Mass-Transfer 
Controlled Polarized Electrode-Solution Interface 
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where is the double layer capacitance, Rc is the solution resistance 

and Z is the faradaic impedance. Z can be represented by a series RC 

circuit where Rg is the polarization resistance and Cs is called the 

pseudo-capacity. Using normal circuit analysis techniques and solving 

for Z only, Delehay arrives at values of Rs and Cs where 

Rc = 
RT 

' "2F2 AC \ k° V WL , , {2 26) 

Cs • n2 F2 AC / D \2 

R T  \  2U)  )  
(2.27) 

The constants n, k°, F, A, C, R, T, and D have the same meaning 

as before,GJ is angular frequency in radians per second and It is 

assumed that CQX «• Cred » C, DQX = Dred = D. Now, if the faradaic 

reaction is completely diffusion controlled, then 

Rs  = 
cr 
Ui 

Cs = 
<r a/2 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

Rs Cs CU = 

cr = RT 
n2 FzAC ( t !  

(2.30) 

(2.31) 
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This condition will hold for 

(2.32) 
k°» 

If D=»10 cm/sec for example and CO a 277"f then the above condition 

becomes 

k° » 10"* f •° ̂  in-2 fl/f2 

Using these values of Rs and Cs to get an expression for Z: 

Z Rs + jOJCs Cj';2 jOft 

or 

(2.33) 

The above equation is a form of the Warburg impedance. This is 

actually the impulse response of a system that has current as the input 

parameter and voltage as the output parameter. Substituting in the 

above equation for CT , Z takes the form 

Z = 2RT ( ! ) 
L n F C V n F A N D p ' J (ohms) 

(2.34) 

which is of the same form as the impulse response equation (2.25). 

It has been shown here that the Warburg impedance corresponds 

to pure diffusion control, whereas in current IP literature an attempt 

is made to link Warburg impedance to Tafel's law. It should now be 

obvious that this concept is totally erroneous, since Tafel's law holds 
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for overpotential or overvoltages out of the range of IP work and is a 

result of the charge-transfer process, whereas the Warburg impedance is 

calculated assuming small 7] and corresponds to diffusion control. 

The Warburg or faradaic impedance approach can be improved upon 

to show the combined charge-transfer and diffusion control effect on 

electrode polarization. 

Rewriting equation (2.11) in its exact form 

. <& 
o C V-'OX 

and linearizing for small 7 

(~a nF • Cred f{\ — a )  n F 
expV RT^?j C red  

e*p[ RT V 

(2.35) 

\-*o 
-  i  (  __ _  nF \  
" v c0x Cred RT ") 

(2.36) 

The dynamic or time varying relationship is 

_ b v  _ RT / I bc°x I bc°red , _L \ 

~ST ~ nF V Cox Cred î + i0 ) 
(2.37) 

where the first two bracketed terms correspond to mass transfer resistance 

and the last term to charge-transfer or reaction resistance. Solving 

o o 
Fick's equations for C and C using a sinusoidal current input, 

ox red 

(Delahay, 1961, Vetter, 1967), the overvoltage for the steady state 

ac case is (in per unit area of electrode surface) 

V • _I Tf{ ~ + MZWnF ( + )) S'na" 

+ ^ ) c o s u j t  (2.38) 
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The minus sign corresponds to the chemists' convention of considering 

I > o forTj < o. Equation (2.38) can be written in the form 

7] = - I  ̂  rs sinCJt + cos OJt 
(2.39) 

or 

t) - -1( rs + TZJcT 1 sin 
(2.40) 

Therefore, in per unit area of electrode 

r _ RT I_L . I ( I , 
s n F I  i0  nF n !  2  CU' (~c 

\ \ OX OX red red (2.41) 

RT 
COcs n F V n F V 2.oS 

(2.42) 

where rs is the faradaic resistance and c8 is the faradaic capacitance, 

for a series representation of the faradaic impedance. 

Note that r8 - rct + rox + rre(j. In other words, r8 is the 

sum of the charge-transfer and mass-transfer resistances, but l/ti>Cs 

only includes mass-transfer reactances. Since the Warburg impedance is 

diffusion (mass-transfer) controlled only, it is 

Zw" 'w + P cs ~ r°x + rred + jdJCs 
K s s (2.43) 
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As demonstrated by Delahay (1961) a plot of rg and I/CUCS vs. 

I/O)7* will be two parallel lines with the zero intercept of l/GJCs at 

zero and rg at RT/nFi0 (see Figure 2.5). Thus, the charge transfer 

resistance or polarization resistance is obtained for CO—• 00 and i0 

can be computed directly. Note also that the phase angle (p between 

the voltage and current will be 

= arctan 
s "s 

(2.44) 

wc tr  
s s 

and will vary from 0 < (£> < 77~/4 where a phase angle of zero 

r 

corresponds to the limiting case of pure charge-transfer control and 

7T/4 to pure mass-transfer control (see Figure 2.6). 

2.2.3 Non-Faradaic Currents 

Thus far the discussion has centered around faradaic currents 

only, i.e., currents that flow due to charge or mass transfer in an 

oxidizable or reducible substance. However, if electrodes are placed 

in a supporting electrolyte (ionized solution but not reducible or 

oxidizable at the current or voltage levels used), finite electrode 

currents are noticed when the potential of an electrode is changed from 

its equilibrium value - all other parameters remaining constant. This 

effect can be explained by the formation of the so called electrical 

double layer at the electrode surface. 

The double layer phenomenon will not be discussed here in detail 

since it is lucidly covered in the literature quoted previously in this 

chapter. However, a brief overview follows. 
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When an electrode is polarized in a positive or negative sense 

the surface attracts ions of the opposite polarity. These ions are 

held close to the surface by electrostatic attraction, van der Waal's 

forces, and chemical effects. The closest ions are nonhydrated and 

form what is termed the inner Helmholtz layer. Next is a layer of 

hydrated ions of the same polarity as the nonhydrated ions. This 

ionic layer is called the outer Helmholtz layer. Beyond this extends 

a diffuse layer which has a net polarity which is the same as the two 

inner layers. This whole assemblage is usually referred to as the 

double layer and has linear dimensions on the order of 10 angstroms. 

When the potential on a polarized electrode is changed, the redistribu

tion of charge in this double layer area causes a diffusion current to 

flow until equilibrium is reached, exhibiting characteristics of a 

charging or discharging capacitor. The time constant for this action in 

terms of the equilibrium current is 

t = ~ C Tdi nF; <-di 

(2.45) 

where t^ = time constant in seconds 

. 2 
Cdl «• double layer capacitance in farads/cm 

Typical values of C<ji for the ideal polarized electrode range 

from 10 to 40 ̂.fd/cm^, with the actual value depending upon a non-linear 

relationship with the potential of the electrode. However, since the 

Warburg capacitance is a function of the Inverse square root of frequency, 

the actual double layer capacitance usually is a high frequency (KHz) 
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phenomenon. In addition, Gerischer (1961) and others have observed 

that for cases involving most semiconductor electrode reactions 

faradaic currents exist throughout the entire polarization region, and 

Cdl is lower than that measured for the ideal polarizable electrode by 

as much as a factor of 10 or more. Since most metallic minerals occurring 

in disseminated ores are semiconductors, this tends to indicate that 

the faradaic current is the dominant contributor in IP measurements. 

This fact also appears to be substantiated by the recent laboratory 

measurements reported in this work. 

2.3 Equivalent Circuit for Electrode Polarization 

The equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.4 is an approximation 

for polarized electrode impedance at a single frequency. To approximate 

the faradaic impedance in a general fashion a more elaborate equivalent 

circuit must be found. A hint as to which direction to take can be 

obtained from equation (2.17), Fick's second law for concentration 

independent diffusion 

b CM £>CM 
bt = bx2  

(2.17) 

Compare this equation with the telegrapher's equation for 

transmission lines with no series inductance or shunt conductance, 

b V(x, o _ _j b V(x,o 
b t r | l  C t l  b X2  

(2.46) 

Here V is the voltage along the line at time t and distance x, rfcl 
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is resistance per unit length and Ct̂  is capacitance per unit length. 

Using the results of the previous section and comparing equations (2.17) 

and (2.46), it is not too difficult to show that 

I  _ RT ,  
"" " CtE Dj " n2 F* Di Ci A (ohm cm ) (2.47) 

°» ° "RT0'A (£arad C"1> (2-48) 

Using transmission line terminology, the "characteristic impedance" is 

\ <ti R T 

PC,, ~ n2  F2  Ci fDTp"1 A (ohms) (2.49) 

The total impedance per unit area for both oxidation and reduction is 

2 ZQ. Multiplying equation (2.49) by 2 gives equation (2.34). 

Delahay (1961) and Parsons (1970) have expanded on some early 

work by Barker and Weis and arrived at a transmission line equivalent 

circuit as shown in Figure 2.7, where Rct; is the charge transfer or 

polarization resistance. 

R, = RT 
c* n F i0 

(2.50) 

Parsons has derived some very sophisticated equivalent circuits 

taking into account the various chemical reactions and changes that can 

take place at a polarized electrode. However, all of his circuits use 

Figure 2.7 as the main building block. Figure 2.8 shows a second order 
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circuit with the double layer capacitance C<ji included along with 

capacitors Cox, Cred which take into account specific adsorption of 

the reacting species on the electrode. This representation is valid 

as long as adsorption is dependent only on the local concentration of 

the adsorbed species. Much more complicated circuits can be synthesized, 

but this circuit will suffice for the purpose at hand. The object of 

this discussion is to show that the faradaic impedance is actually 

distributed in nature and can be represented by equation (2.49). 

Both Cox and Cre<j are smaller than and are noticeable only 

at high frequencies. Therefore, only Cdl will be retained in the 

following equivalent circuits. Recasting Figure 2.7 into a combination 

distributed and lumped element schematic produces Figure 2.9. Recall 

that a transmission line or distributed line terminated in its character

istic impedance looks electrically like an infinite line and has an 

input impedance equal to its characteristic impedance. For this model, 

the total circuit impedance for a single electrode is 

2 = ——— — (2.51) 
Pcdi (2  Zo +  Rc> +  1 

2.4 Equivalent Circuit for Disseminated Ores 

Consider the simple rock model shown in Figure 2.3 where some 

pore spaces are randomly blocked with metallic particles acting as 
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polarizable electrodes. In order to arrive at an equivalent electrical 

circuit, first sum all of the unblocked pore spaces and measure their 

total resistance. Call this Rdc for the dc resistance. Then total 

all the blocked pore spaces and calculate their total resistance in 

the absence of the blocking electrodes and call it NRjjc where N is a frac

tional multiplier. This is equivalent to measuring the resistance at a 

very high frequency where the double layer capacitance effectively shunts 

out the electrode effect. Now, the limiting ac resistance will be Rdc 

in parallel with NRdc or 

R - N Rdr, 
ac N + I 

(2.52) 

Solving the above equation for N gives 

R„ N = *oc 

Rd<rRac (2.53) 

Notice that N is the inverse of the limiting value of the frequency 

effect (FE) as discussed in Section 1.3. 

The equivalent circuit representing the above discussion for 

the limiting case as the total number of paths get very large is shown 

in Figure 2.10a with its distributed circuit represented in Figure 

2.10b. The impedance function of the circuit in Figure 2.10b is 

Rd<\ • ( N0 + tanh 9  )  
+ 1)0 \ / 

Z = 
(N + 1)0 

(2.54) 

where 
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0 = \|( N +1) YcRd; \Jc (2.55) 

If the Warburg admittance is used for the admittance of the 

coupling element, the resulting impedance is of the same form as above, 

but 

e i ( N + I Y F^C 

Zo 

where 

(N + l)RdeKp'2 

(2.56) 

K = n2 F2 C D2 

4 R T 
(2.57) 

and C = Cox «* Cred, D = Dox = Dre(j. If bulk parameters are to be used, 

1/2 -1 Rdc and (Kp ) must have units of ohm-meters. Notice that the 

Warburg impedance of a single electrode is 2 Zo. However, in rocks, 

each metallic mineral grain acts as two electrodes since the current 

flows in one side, through the grain and out the other side, rather 

than just into or out of an electrode surface. This makes the total 

Warburg impedance equal to 4 Zo, assuming the oxidation and reduction 

reaction parameters are relatively equal. 

When the charge transfer resistance and double layer capacitance 

are included, 0 becomes 

e \ (N+l)Rdc / KC^p^n- cilP -- Kp* <1 

2 I K RC1 p'2 + 1 ) 
(2.58) 
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The theoretical IP frequency domain curve of Figure 2.1 was generated 

using equation (2.54) and (2.58). Comparison of this type of theoretical 

curve with actual measured data is done in Chapter 3 and Appendix A. 

Several points should be made here before continuing. First, 

with the model used it is impossible to differentiate between charge 

transfer resistance, and ohmic resistance within the electrode (con

ducting or semiconducting metallic mineral particles). Therefore, in 

this equivalent circuit, Rct includes the sum of both resistances plus 

any other parasitic series resistances. Second, the high frequency 

asymptote of the total rock impedance is purely resistive. 

z «•»*«> (N + ne + Rdc( n +1) = R
oc 

U U (2.59) 

Of course, this basic model does not hold much above 10,000 Hz where 

displacement currents and other types of polarization may become 

important. 

2.5 Membrane Polarization 

Many rocks which apparently have no metallic mineral content 

exhibit an IP response which is indistinguishable from the response due 

to electrode polarization when measured with normal field techniques. 

This effect is usually called membrane polarization or background effect, 

regardless of its origin. It is typically noticed in graphitic materials 

or rocks containing clays or other altered materials. Although the 
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magnitude of membrane polarization effects reported from field measure

ments is usually relatively small, (FE < .1) it is still well within 

the range of anomalous responses. Therefore, a method for differentiating 

between electrode polarization and other types of polarization would 

be very desirable. 

At least three types of coupling mechanisms exist between 

current flow and other flows which could contribute to polarization in 

wet rocks free of metallic mineral particles. They are electroosmotic 

coupling (fluid flow), electrothermal coupling (heat flow) and diffusion 

coupling (ion flow). 

Electroosmotic coupling, which is the effect of net pore fluid 

movement accompanying the flow of current, was investigated by Vacquier 

et al., (1957), Marshall (1959) and others. The general consensus is 

that this effect may be present but any polarization effects derived 

from it will be too small to be measured. Electrothermal coupling, or 

the production net heat flow due to the flow of current through a system, 

was investigated by Marshall (1959). He found that polarization due to 

thermal coupling could be present but again the effects would be much 

too small to be of importance. 

Diffusion coupling or ionic mass transfer as discussed in Section 

2.2.2 appears to be the major contributor to typical membrane or back

ground polarization. Marshall (1959) also investigated this mechanism 

and arrived at a nearly untenable impedance formulation by using a 

physical model with a periodic structure. Observing his diffusion imped

ance in the limit as frequency goes to zero and infinity results in pure 
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resistances for both cases, just as in electrode polarization. Although 

Marshall does not note the asymptotic impedance in his work, he does 

note a Warburg-like impedance at high frequencies. 

Assuming background polarization is primarily due to diffusion 

or ion transfer effects, the most probable polarization generating 

mechanism is constriction of pore spaces within the rock structure. 

This can be accomplished mechanically as shown in Figure 2.11 by natural 

deformations in the pore structure. Normally many water molecules are 

adsorbed along the walls of a pore which will further constrict the 

cross sectional area of a narrow opening. Ions passing through this 

constriction will be influenced by the increase in viscosity caused by 

the forces holding the water molecules to the wall. This in turn will 

be reflected as a decrease in mobility of the migrating ion with the 

net result of an increase in electrical resistivity (yO) in the constricted 

area since 

P = • (ohm-meters) (2.60) 
v e i± 

where V is the charge density (ion/m^), e is the coulomb charge and jj, is 

mobility (m^ volt"* sec"*). 

Using heuristic reasoning to establish a physical model, the 

following assumptions will be made: (1) for an array of constricted 

pore paths under the influence of an impressed electric field, all 

potential drops occur across the constricted zones only, such as Zone 

1 in Figure 2.11 and (2) the zone lengths are short enough and mobilities 

are such that the ion drift through the constricted zone for at least one 
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species of ion is much faster than diffusion of that species toward 

or away from this zone. Explaining this further, if a potential 

difference is impressed across this model pore, most of the potential 

drop will occur across the constricted zone due to its higher resistance. 

If condition (2) holds, it will be possible to get ion accumulations 

or deficiencies at these constrictive junctions in much the same way 

as was obtained for electrode polarization. 

Figure 2,12 is a hypothetical representation of a diffusion-

drift-diffusion process which gives the same type of diffusion or Warburg 

impedance function as electrode polarization. This diffusion impedance 

can be represented by equation (2.34) where A is now the cross sectional 

area of Zone 2 or 3. In the presence of a steady electric field across 

Zone 1, the charge separation can continue until the field associated 

with this separation is equal to the impressed field, and the ion 

density of anionic and cationic species in this zone will depend upon 

the length of the zone and the mobilities of the species in this area. 

The potential difference between Zone 2 and Zone 3 due to ion concentra

tion differences alone is given by the Nernst equation as 

V ' In 
n F  C i  (2.61) 

where and C3 are the ion concentrations of the species of interest 

in Zones 1 and 3 respectively. 
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The separation of charge in the constrictive area will produce 

a capacitance Cg which is defined as the change of charge with respect 

to a change in voltage. 

r  -  d Q  
" d V 

( 2 . 6 2 )  

This capacitance appears to be similar to a combination of the junction 

and diffusion capacitance of semiconductor devices except for this case 

the capacitance will not be a function of applied voltage (for small 

voltages) since the dimensions of the zones are not functions of applied 

voltage. 

To complete a first order impedance representation of this type 

of polarization mechanism, a series resistance term must be added to 

account for the high resistance of Zone 1. This resistivity can be 

represented by equation (2.60). 

The total representation for the polarization impedance will 

then be the Warburg impedance in series with the constriction 

resistance rc and the constrictive zone capacitance Cz will parallel 

this series combination, or for a single ionic species, the impedance 

is 

2 _ Zw + rc 

, pCz Zw + pCz rc + I (2.63) 

Several combinations of mobility and diffusion can be visualized 

which would cause polarization at a pore constriction. Two of these are 

shown in Figure 2.13. However, reasoning through all the models 
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gives approximately the same impedance function as equation (2.63). 

If this model holds, it is unfortunate from the standpoint of hoping 

to be able to discriminate between background polarization and electrode 

polarization. The only chance for discrimination in this case is if the 

magnitudes of the parameters are vastly different for the two polarization 

cases. 

Another mechanism capable of constricting pore spaces is by 

electrical means in clay-bearing rocks. Figure 2.14a shows a clay 

particle imbedded in the rock matrix along a pore path. Clays in solution 

ionize by adsorbing anions on their surface which in turn hold cations 

in an exchangeable state in the lattice. Ionized clay particles then 

form large immobile anions capable of blocking ion flow through the 

pore. In this state clay-blocked pore paths behave as cation exchange 

mechanisms similar to cation selective membranes. 

If an electric field is impressed across a pore containing this 

type of blockage.the assumptions made for the case of physical pore 

path constriction apply and possible ion density plots are shown in 

Figure 2.14b,-c. 

Three important observations can be made at this point. First, 

zonal capacitance will probably be lower for the clay particle blockage 

case than for the prior mechanism considered due to the fixed ionic 

charge on the clay. Charge separation can occur more readily when both 

ion species are passed through Zone 1. Second, too much clay or other 

ion-exchange material in the pore structure of rocks can adsorb most 
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of the anions, and increase the effective lengths of the constriction 

zones to the point where polarization effects are greatly reduced. 

Keller and Frischknecht (1966) define an anion trap number 

which is proportional to polarization in clays 

_  ,  . . .  a 0 ( a  -  a 0  )  
Polarization cc 5— 

a 
(2.64) 

where aQ is the cation exchange capacity of the rock and, a, is pore 

fluid salinity. Figure 2.15 is taken from their work which demonstrates 

the theoretical dependence of polarization on clay content. 

Third, if the dimensions (length or diameter) of pore constric

tions in rocks are such that the drift process through these constrictions 

is dominant, the ion densities will be similar to Figure 2.12b and 

polarization will not exist. This is the limiting case of excessive 

clay content as mentioned above, where the rock impedance becomes purely 

resistive. 

In summary, it has been hypothesized through physical reasoning, 

that since background or membrane polarization is primarily a diffusion 

effect, the total polarization impedance function will look very much 

like the impedance of electrode polarization. The proof of this rests 

in experimentation by performing electrical measurements on naturally 

occurring clays and other rocks which do not contain metallic minerals 

but exhibit frequency effects. 
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2.6 Equivalent Circuit for Membrane Polarization 

With the assumptions made in Section 2.5, the equivalent circuit 

of membrane or background polarization will take the form of that 

derived for electrode polarization. Using an equivalent circuit modeled 

after electrode impedance (Figure 2.9), the total impedance for a single 

ionic species will be the series combination of 2Z0 and rc in parallel 

with Cz as shown in Figure 2.16. Here, as before, 2ZQ is equal to the 

Warburg impedance, Zw. Notice that the total diffusion impedance is 

2Z0 for background polarization, whereas it is equal to 4Z0 for electrode 

polarization. This is one of the basic differences in the two mechanisms. 

Conduction through an electrode depends upon an oxidizing species 

diffusing toward one electrode face and a reducing species toward the 

opposite face, and the respective reduced and oxidized species diffusing 

away from their electrode faces. This action effectively doubles the 

single electrode impedance, i.e., conduction can occur only if both anion 

and cation diffusion exists, and the current will be controlled by the 

slowest process. 

However, membrane polarization and conduction through unblocked 

pore paths can take place with either cationic or anionic conduction or 

both. Also, if both positive and negative species diffuse to and drift 

through constrictions with approximately the same ease, the effective 

Warburg impedance of background polarization could be one fourth that of 

similar electrode polarization. The effect of this action in background 

polarization would be to increase the Warburg constant K of equations (2.56) 

and (2.57) which would push the amplitude and phase curves down scale as 
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shown in Figure 3.5 (see p. 69). Fraser and Ward (1964) noticed in their 

measurements on naturally occurring clay materials that their resistivity 

spectra plots were "concave down" over the frequency interval .1 to 

1000 Hz. In other words, the amplitude spectra for clays were similar 

to curve C of Figure 3.5. Their measurements are actually inconclusive, 

but this type of data add plausibility to the foregoing impedance 

discussion. 

Arguments for an equivalent circuit for membrane polarization 

are the same as those used in Section 2.3. Therefore the circuit 

representation of Figure 2.10 will be used, where the coupling admittance 

for a single conducting species is: 

Y  K 1  C z  r c  p z  +  C z p  +  K ' p 2  

K rc 
p2 + | (2.65) 

with K* equivalent to the K of equation (2.57). Therefore 0 becomes 

\ / K'Czrcp*2 + C2 p + K'p'2 \ 

K'rc p2 4- I / (2.66) 

If positive and negative ionic species are equally involved in conduction, 

the right hand portion of equation (2.66) is multiplied by the square root 

of 2. 
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2.7 Summary 

Most of the material on electrode polarization used in this 

Chapter is adapted from existing electrochemical publications. In the 

past, much of the electrochemists• work has been ignored or misinter

preted when applied to electrode polarization as observed in disseminated 

geologic materials. The intent here has been to tie together past work 

and new experimental results in order to present a concise picture of 

the polarization process and derive a descriptive equivalent circuit. 

The membrane or background polarization model was derived 

assuming diffusion control at the outset. Marshall's work indicated this 

result and reasoning through simple models points to the same conclusion. 

Chapter 2 is not meant to include an in depth treatment of membrane 

polarization in clays or other material since this is still an area 

for a major research effort. 

Since both membrane and electrode polarization processes appear 

quite similar and can be represented by the same equivalent circuit, 

the slim chance of differentiating between the two polarization types 

rests with constant differences in the derived parameters. 



CHAPTER 3 

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS 

3.1 Introduction 

In order to acquire a feel for measurable parameters involved 

in low frequency electrical behavior of rocks, the first measurements 

must be conducted in a controlled environment. In situ field measure

ments are not adequate for a start due to the obvious lack of geologic 

control, although all theories have to be field tested in the end. 

Therefore, it is necessary to duplicate field conditions as closely as 

possible. There is always a chance that field measurements and laboratory 

measurements will not give the same results due to normal inhomogenieties 

and scale factors involved in the field. However, once basic measure

ments are made in the laboratory it should not be difficult to extrapolate 

the results to the field, but the inverse is not usually true. 

Rock samples representative of the geologic environment of 

existing mines and prospects were obtained from local mining companies 

and contractors. Samples fresh from the field still containing their 

natural pore fluids are preferred, but this condition is seldom possible. 

Pore fluid can be reintroduced to dry rocks by several methods. Continuous 

soaking in Tucson tap water for one week or more was used in this research 

and worked quite nicely. 

59 
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Care must be taken in choosing and preparing samples. Only well 

disseminated samples which do not contain obvious structural anomalies 

such as heavy veining and foliation or discontinuities in type or 

structure should be used. Rocks containing these anomalies can give 

very large but useless polarization results unless one is only interested 

in odd effects - which is not the case here. In cutting and preparing 

samples, care must be taken not to contaminate the rock in any manner 

which would affect its electrical behavior. For this reason, all samples 

used for laboratory measurements here were cut using tap water as a 

lubricant. This is a little tough on saw blades and enhances corrosion, 

but with proper care and usage, cutting equipment will last its normal 

lifetime. 

One additional precaution that must be taken is to keep the 

rock samples uniformly wet internally during measurement without provid

ing low resistance surface leakage paths that would alter the natural 

electrical characteristics. Some researchers prefer wrapping the sample 

in plastic electrical tape, but the method described in the next section 

of this work is considered superior to wrapping 

3.2 Laboratory Setup 

After the rock samples were selected and prepared using the 

methods mentioned above, fiberglass flanges were cast on both ends to 

facilitate clamping in a sample holder, which is shown in Figure 3*1. 

The sample holder is built of plexiglas and holds four samples horizontally 

between pairs of electrolyte tanks. Each tank contains a current and 



Figure 3.1 Rock Sample Holder 
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potential electrode with the current electrode nearest the sample. 

Electrode materials used are silver or copper screens. Other materials 

were tried in the past with no variation noted in measured rock 

parameters as the screen type was varied. The electrolyte used through

out is Tucson, Arizona, tap water which has a measured resistivity of 

three ohm-meters. Since all of the city's water comes from wells, some 

of which are within a few miles of the Twin Buttes mining district, it 

could be considered fairly representative of the type of groundwater 

encountered in IP exploration in southern Arizona. 

After the rock samples were cut, and flanged, the faces coming 

in contact with the electrolyte in the holder were ground down several 

millimeters to ensure there was no fiberglas penetration in those areas. 

Then, after soaking for at least one week, the samples were placed in 

a sealed oven. The oven maintained the samples in an environment of 

approximately 90°F and 1007. humidity. Electrical measurements were made 

after the samples stabilized for 24 hours in the holder. 

The system for making frequency spectrum measurements is shown 

schematically in Figure 3-2 and consists of the rock samples and holder 

in the vacuum oven, a Hewlett-Packard Model 202A function generator 

modified for a balanced constant current output, homemade differential 

input preamplifiers with 10*^ ohms input impedance, and a Tektronix 531A 

oscilloscope. A similar setup for making time domain measurements is 

shown in Figure 3.3. A Burr-Brown Model 801 constant current pulse 

generator was used as the source with a homemade high current amplifier 
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used to drive a Dixon Visograph-P oscillograph for recording the out

put waveform. 

Amplitude and phase measurements were made directly from 

oscilloscope traces. Using this method, the error in amplitude measure

ment is approximately + 2%, the phase error is + 20 milliradians, and 

the minimum resolvable phase angle is 20 milliradians. Admittedly, this 

is not the best measurement procedure, but since funds were not available 

for a more sophisticated setup, this system had to suffice. The above 

accuracy values hold for clean signals, but error limits should be 

doubled for noisy signals. Noise usually occurred from high amplification 

levels necessary with very low resistivity rocks. The grounded vacuum 

oven and differential input amplifiers reduced the ambient noise levels 

sufficiently so that very few results had to be discarded due to noise 

errors. 

System calibration for rock samples providing less than 50 K 

ohms total impedance at dc was accomplished using a water-filled 

plexiglas tube 8.8 cm long and 5 cm in diameter. High impedance 

calibration was done using a Fiberglas . resin block 3.2 cm long with 

several small diameter holes drilled through it and filled with water 

to give resistances of 160 to 650 K ohms. The high impedance calibration 

indicated that this measuring system contributed an appreciable amount of 

phase shift at frequencies greater than 30 Hz for rock samples having 

total resistances greater than 75 K ohms. This phase error is due to 

cable capacitance and other parasitic capacitance within the high 

impedance system. Figure 3*4 shows the calibration curves for phase 
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and amplitude as a function of frequency and resistance. The high 

resistance, high frequency calibration explained the apparent IP 

effect of several high resistivity rock samples measured prior to 

calibration. 

3.3 Measurement and Computer Analysis 

Measurements were made on a large variety of rocks and rock 

types trying to obtain a complete spectra of impedance relationships 

for polarizable rocks. Representative frequency domain spectra are 

plotted and tabulated in Appendix A along with tables of parameters 

derived from the equivalent circuit representation. 

Several unusual anomalous plots are included in the appendices 

to show the problems encountered when samples contain massive mineraliza

tion such as sample B-40 (Figure A.30) and MINN-2 (Figure A.33) or are 

dense graphitics as AN-810-D (Figure A.29). Evidently both the 

massive mineralization and graphitic samples act mainly as single large 

electrodes and the measured effect is the interfacial polarization between 

the water in the electrolytic tanks and the rock sample face. 

All frequency domain impedance spectra were curve matched to 

the equivalent circuit discussed in Section 2.4 using a pattern search 

optimization routine given in Appendix B. Impedance spectra of samples 

that could not be matched in magnitude and phase to within 5% were 

rematched using a dual circuit composed of two impedance functions 

(Equation 2.54) in parallel. The reasoning behind this is as follows. 

Assume the frequency effect of the rocks under investigation is due to 

electrode polarization, that is, due to a statistical distribution of 
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metallic mineral particles of a given size distribution. Then, if a 

rock were to have two types of mineralization, each with its own particle 

size distribution, the polarization from each one of these distributions 

would act in parallel, each having its own frequency characteristics. 

Electrical properties of pore paths which include a particle of each 

type of mineral will be determined mainly by the slowest chemical 

process, i.e., the particle-electrolyte interface producing the lowest 

frequency characteristics. 

A dual circuit can also be justified by considering a rock that 

is mineralized and has also undergone considerable alteration. It would 

then be possible to get a response due to electrode and membrane polariza

tion. Again, these responses would act in parallel since a pore path 

which includes effects of both types of polarization will be governed 

by the slowest process. 

Figures 3.5 through 3.9 demonstrate the effect of varying 

various parameters of the single equivalent circuit one at a time, 

holding all others constant. The initial parameters used for these 

plots are from rock sample BIS-4 which has a maximum decade frequency 

effect of .19 or a PFE equal to 19%. The only reason for choosing this 

sample is that the BIS-4 spectrum is typical of medium polarization. 

Each plot was made by varying a parameter by plus and minus 

one order of magnitude from the initial values. For example Figure 3.5 

was generated by using values of the Warburg constant, K, of .IK for A, 

1.0K for B and 10.OK for plot C. Notice that varying K or R^c has a 

quasi-linear effect on the output. The product of K and R<jc is an 
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important parameter since one can obtain essentially the same amplitude 

curves for high K and low Rjc or low K and high Rdc» keeping the product 

constant. The major difference will be in the phase angles of the 

two cases. Hence, field surveys run on a two frequency basis (which is 

standard practice) by measuring amplitude alone tell virtually nothing 

about the mineralization in the area being worked since the important 

mineralization factor is the Warburg constant. However, some companies 

attempt to compensate for high resistivity ground by dividing all 

measured PFE's by the resistivity, giving a normalized PFE called the 

metal factor (MF). 

The parameters which vary the amplitude plots the least are 

Ret and Cdl, which aids the arguments in Chapter 2 that these are minor 

parameters. Figure 3.7 shows the effect of varying N, which has the 

greatest control on the slope of the curves. This is to be expected 

since N is the inverse of the frequency effect taken in the limit. 

Scanning Figures 3.5 through 3.9 and the graphs in Appendix A 

it is apparent that rocks display low pass filter characteristics. That 

is, for a constant current input, the output voltage decreases with 

increasing frequency. The response of a single RC network decreases by 

a factor of 10 for an increase in frequency of 10. This is commonly 

referred to as a -20 db per decade rolloff where the db notation is 

defined as 20 log (V1/V2) and V2 = 10V]_ for this case. However, the 

asymptotic rolloff for rocks, assuming diffusion control, is -5 db per 

decade. That is, for a decade increase in frequency the output decreases 
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only by a factor of 1.778. This fact limits the decade frequency effect 

(Section 1.3) to .778 as shown below 

V - V2 V, 
FE = 1 2 = -L - I = 1.778- I = .778 

2 2 (3.1) 

Therefore, measured PFE's in excess of 787. should definitely be questioned. 

Note the PFE's of the samples B-40, MINN-2, and AN-810-D mentioned 

previously. 

Another fact which is apparent from looking at the graphs in 

Appendix A is that the point of maximum PFE and maximum phase are 

coincident. Deviations from this are explained by experimental error 

or lack of sufficient data since the PFE's were calculated using measured 

data and decade frequency intervals. Results of this observation indicate 

that a dual frequency measurement which is commonly made to establish a 

PFE can be replaced by a single phase measurement. This was first 

pointed out by Zonge, Sauck and Sumner (1970) where it was shown that 

the phase angle is proportional to the slope of the magnitude plot. This 

fact is commonly used by electronic and control engineers in amplifier 

and network design. The theoretical justification for this statement is 

as follows. 

It is convenient if frequency and amplitude are expressed in 

natural logarithmic notation. Therefore, the new variables are defined 

as 

y  U  
u = ,n V » y = w e 

(3.2) 



•V(y) = |v(y)|e^ 
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(3.3) 

a(y) = In IV(y)I (3.4) 

A -i ImV(y) 
* ° t0n ' -RiW <3'5) 

where o) is an arbitrary reference frequency, y is the frequency variable, 

and V(y) is the complex voltage or resistivity function. It can be 

shown with some difficulty (Balabanian and Beckart 1969) that the 

phase function is equal to 

</>M = IF / du*" ,n COth IT du (3.6) 

This equation states that the phase angle at any frequency depends 

upon the slope of the gain at all frequencies, with the relative 

importance of the different frequencies being determined by the weighting 

function 

In coth = In 
y  +  o )  
y  —  u >  

(3.7) 

The above function is plotted in Figure 3.10, and it can be seen that 

the major contribution of the slope of the gain curve is going to occur 

at u = o (y = oj ). A more tenable form can be obtained by adding and 
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subtracting the slope at u = o (y = to ) under the integral of 

equation (3.6) which gives 
^-<0 

. 11 \ _ 7T da(cu) , I (da(y) da(w)\ r.h lul . 
" 2~ Tu Ty airJln co,h 2 du 

**> (3.8) 

Note that da(oj)/du means the slope of the gain as a function of 

u evaluated when u = o (y w ), and is measured in nepers per unit 

change of u. A unit change in u is a change in frequency of e (i.e., 

2.7183...). If the function is continuous, the difference in 

the integrand of equation (3.8) will be small in the vicinity of u » o 

(y = a) ) where the weighting function is large. Therefore, a good first 

order approximation for the phase function is 

^ . Jsusi 
2 d u 

(3.9) 

That is, when the magnitude slope is unity, the phase shift will be 

7r /2 radians, etc. 

In order to relate the preceeding discussion to the frequency 

effect, FE is first defined in general terms as 

PP _ V(to + Aoj) — V(oj) . _ —A o> V(oj + Atu) V(u)) 

V(co+Au;) V(oj+Acd) Aoj ^ 

or in the limit 

FE = - = - d In V = - da(w) 
Vto) (3.11) 
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and then 

FE = - -4^- Au 
d u 

(3.12) 

Substituting (3.9) into (3.11) gives 

F E = -  4 - 4 - M A u  =  ( 3 a J )  

where Aoj/cu is a constant which depends upon the frequency interval 

being used for calculating the FE. For example, using a decade frequency 

spacing gives Aoi/oj = 2.84, where Acu = tu2~ and u) = \cu( , 

Therefore, equation (3.12) becomes 

FE = - 1.8 6 
(3.14) 

if the phase angle <f> is in radians or 

FE = - 0.0314 cb 
~o 

(3.15) 

if <jb is in degrees. 

A quick check of the phase-PFE values for the plots in Appendix 

A indicates that the relationship of equation (3.14) is a reasonably 

good approximation. Hence, a single frequency phase measurement is 

equivalent to amplitude measurements at two frequencies when determining 

the frequency effect. 
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3.4 Petrologic Correlation With Derived Parameters 

Correlation of the physical parameters of rocks with the 

parameters of the equivalent circuits developed in Chapter 2 serves a 

dual purpose. First, it gives an additional check on the validity of the 

derived equivalent circuits and second, it is a means for differentiating 

between mineralization types - if this is possible. Actually, both these 

goals or purposes are interrelated, since if one is satisfied, the other 

naturally follows. 

Four types of rock analyses would be useful for correlation 

purposes: hand specimen analysis, or estimating and identifying 

mineralization in rock samples with a hand lense or low powered micro

scope; thin section analysis which is used to identify rock types and 

alterations; polished section analysis which is used for identification 

of metallic-luster minerals and estimation of their contribution to the 

total rock volume (i.e., percent by volume); and total rock analysis by 

chemical methods which is used to give the total elemental content of 

the rock sample on a percentage by weight basis. 

All four methods are being used on the rock samples in this 

research, but at the present time only the hand specimen and total rock 

analysis have been completed. By correlating these two methods, a rough 

estimate can be obtained of the volume of sulfide minerals present in 

the samples. Figure 3.11 is a plot of the percent of copper sulfides 

(of the total sulfide content) versus RCfc normalized by R^c- Ret ant* Rdc 

were derived using a single equivalent circuit match. This parameter 

appears to be the most diagnostic of the percent of copper sulfides in 
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Figure 3.11 Percent Copper Sulfide of the Total Sulfide 
Volume Versus Rct/Rdc Using a Single-Equivalent 
Circuit Match for the Rock Samples Listed 
in Tables A.l and A.2. 
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the rock, as is demonstrated in the plot. If the polished and thin 

section results were available, it would permit better estimation of 

the volume content of the various sulfide minerals and hopefully reduce 

the scatter in this figure. The dominant sulfide minerals found in 

the rock samples by hand specimen analysis are listed in Table 3.1. 

This rough analysis is good enough to indicate that it may be possible 

to differentiate between pyrite and copper sulfide minerals by curve 

matching through the equivalent circuits and observing the derived value 

of Rct/Rdc» Since the majority of IP anomalies are due to pyrite (which 

is economically useless in this country), an ability to differentiate 

between pyrite and other minerals would be a tremendous asset. 

Notice from Table 3.1 that Rct/Rdc *s roughly inversely 

proportional to the resistivity of the dominant sulfide mineral involved. 

This is probably due to the poorer conductors (pyrite, sphalerite, etc.) 

being a better impedance match to the electrolyte than the better con

ductors (bornite, chalcocite, chalcopyrite), thus reducing the charge 

transfer resistance. Gerischer (1961) noticed that there was more 

resistive current flow using semiconductors in electrolyte as opposed 

to conductor-electrode systems. This tends to add credence to the imped

ance matching concept. 

Subsequent plotting of volume content of sulfides versus the 

Warburg admittance factor, K, the product of R(jc K, PFE, and other 

combinations of factors indicates that much additional mineralization 

correlation can be gleaned from these measurements once a more accurate 

knowledge of the volume content of mineralization of the sample rocks is 



Table 3.1 Properties of Selected Sulfide Minerals 

Name Formula 
Specific 
Gravity Resistivity* 

Bornite Cu5FeS4 5.06 - 5.08 1.6 - 600 x 10 ̂  ohm-meters 

Chalcocite CU2S 5.5 - 5.8 80 - 100 x 10"6 

Chalcopyrite CuFeS2 4.1 - 4.3 1.5 - 900 x 10~5 

Galena PbS 7.57 - 7.59 6.8 x 10"^ to 9.0 x 10"^ 

Molybdenite MoS2 4.62 - 4.73 1.2 to 7.5 

Pyrite FeS2 5.018 1.2 - 600 x 10~3 

Sphalerite ZnS 3.9 - 4.1 2.7 x 10~3 to 1.2 x 104 

^Resistivity data from Keller and Frischknecht (1966) 
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known. However, before spending an excessive amount of time analyzing 

laboratory results, an attempt will be made to make spectral measure

ments in the field. If this can be done, then additional laboratory 

work is justified. 

It is interesting to note that the frequency effect measured 

from the phase angle at .3 Hz correlates better with percent sulfur 

by weight than percent sulfides by volume for these rock samples. It 

has been known by industry that PFE is not the best indicator of 

mineralization but it is all they have had to go on that is even closely 

correlated to sulfide content. The relationship of the Warburg 

admittance factor to mineralization is expected to be more descriptive 

of sulfide content than PFE and this will be better established after 

the thin and polished section analysis is completed. However, K is 

also expected to be a function of mineral particle size, type, distribu

tion, and proximity to pore spaces. 



CHAPTER 4 

FIELD APPLICATIONS 

4.1 Methods For Obtaining Data 

The work described thus far has been performed in the lab

oratory, but the full utility of the spectral analysis method will 

only be realized if the system can be adapted to field work. One 

reason for making time domain measurements as discussed in Chapter 3 

was to generate data which would simulate those gathered under field 

conditions, since commercially available transmitters for both time 

domain and frequency domain measurements produce square pulses. Filter

ing square waves to obtain their fundamental frequency or harmonics and 

maintaining phase resolution of 0.1 degree is virtually impossible. 

Several methods are available which could be adapted to field usage; 

two of these are synchronous detection and Fourier analysis. 

Synchronous detection is basically an analog multiplying method. 

Consider a transmitted signal which is equal to A sin cut and a received 

voltage signal equal to B sin (wt + <j>) where a> is the frequency in 

radians per second and <p is the received phase angle in radians. If 

the current input and voltage output are multiplied together, the result 

is 

Asinwt • Bsin(wt + <f>) = ( cos </> — cos(2<ut+c£) ) 

(4.1) 
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If the right hand side of equation (4.1) is run through a low pass 

filter, the result is (AB/2) • cos </> which is a constant with constant 

phase angle. The same result holds if the input is a square wave since 

a square wave can be decomposed into its harmonic components. 

Notice that equation (4.1) gives a maximum output for • 0, 

i.e., zero phase shift. It is common practice to initially phase-shift 

o 
one of the multiplier input signals by 90 to give a sine-cosine product 

which gives a null for *» 0. Then for small angles, the filtered out

put is proportional to AB<£/2. This later approach is desirable for IP 

but entails the added complexity of a precision multi-frequency 90° i 

phase-shifter. 

The major drawback to phase angle measurement by synchronous 

detection (often called phase-sensitive detection) is the filtering 

problem. If measurements are to be made at 0.01 Hz, the time constants 

involved could be greater than 15 minutes per reading, even with active 

filters. Thus, low frequency phase measurements with this method could 

use an undue amount of field time. 

A better approach might be to record the data in the field and 

consume time at the home office reducing the data on a computer. A 

method amenable to this approach is the Fourier transform method, and 

the new Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique makes the transformation 

process tractable economically. In Fourier notation, the input current 

I(joj) and output voltage V(J oj ) are related to the system impedance 

function H(j w) by 



H(jcj) = 
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V( jcu) 

I(jw) 

(4.2) 

where H(j uf) is the same complex resistivity function which is plotted 

in amplitude and phase form for various rocks in Appendix A. Equation 

(4.2) states that the complex resistivity spectrum for a given rock 

sample is obtained by dividing the Fourier transform of the output 

signal by the Fourier transform of the input signal - regardless of 

their respective waveforms in the time domain. 

Theoretically, this approach is beautiful; in practice usable 

results are sometimes difficult to achieve. Using digital methods and 

the FFT, solutions for the phase angle are the most liable for error, 

while accuracy in amplitude approximations are easier to achieve. 

4.2 Guidelines For Data Gathering and Analysis 

Signal conditioning prior to digitization and analysis is almost 

a necessity when performing Fourier analysis. Many references exist 

on precautions that must be taken when analyzing data to prevent aliasing, 

folding, and so forth. A particularly good reference is Blackman and 

Tukey (1958) and the June 1967 issue of the IEEE Transactions on Audio 

and Electroacoustics contains the most comprehensive group of articles 

pertaining to the use of the FFT. 

A primary consideration in gathering data is filtering before 

recording to reduce noise and other unwanted high frequency contributions 

which cause aliasing, and other types of undesirable noise. Assuming 

the filter response is non-zero over the area of interest, filtering 
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will not cause a loss of information in the system transfer function 

H(jcu)- To visualize this, first recall that convolution (in this case, 

filtering) in the time domain is multiplication in the frequency (Fourier) 

domain. Assume the Fourier transform of the filter function is given 

as F(joj). Then, referring to equation (4.2) 

V(joj) • F(jcu) V(jw) 
(JW) = I(M" F(Jw) = KM 

(4.3) 

which demonstrates the fact that when both the recorded input and output 

waveforms are passed through identical filters, no spectral information 

is lost. 

Since the Fourier transform is a linear operator, its use is 

only valid on linear systems. If a system contains some non-linearities, 

the transformed results will reflect this by being anything from noisy 

to completely unidentifiable, depending upon the degree of non-linear 

contaminat ion. 

Another source of computational noise is digitizing and 

digitizing error, or actual noise on the original waveform that escapes 

filtering. Digital filtering can remove some of this noise, but one 

of the best methods is averaging - either before or after transformation. 

Direct recording in digital form is also preferred over recording analog 

and then digitizing. 

An example of almost all of the wrong things that can happen 

is demonstrated by the IP time domain measurements, recordings, and 
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subsequent Fourier analysis attempted in this research. As mentioned 

in Chapter 3, the time domain waveforms were recorded on an oscillo

graphic recorder, which were in turn digitized by a local computer 

services firm. The first problem was that the Burr-Brown pulse genera

tor was asymmetric enough in the positive and negative pulse amplitudes 

to be noticeable when viewing the waveform on an oscilloscope. To really 

complicate matters, the magnetic field in which the galvanometers of 

the oscillographic recorder were immersed was non-uniform. This latter 

effect made the recordings non-linear and the degree of non-linearity 

was dependent upon the position of the galvanometer in the magnetic 

field. This effect was not noticed at first and many recordings were 

made with a galvanometer in holder number 4, which was one of the bad 

ones. Holder number 2 turned out to be the optimum position with still 

a small remnant of asymmetry between the positive and negative cycles. 

Initial FFT analysis of the raw digitized data gave useless 

results. In order to try to recover something from all the recordings, 

averaging the positive half cycle with the inverted negative half cycle 

on a point-for-point basis and then reconstructing the waveform using 

the averaged half cycles was tried. This was accomplished using subroutine 

MASSAGE which is outlined in Appendix C. The result is shown in Figure 

4.1. This spectrum was constructed using the fundamental and first 5 

odd harmonics (even harmonics are equal to zero) of transformed 0.1, 

1.0, and 10 Hz waveforms. This sample is EL TIRO-1 and the results 

compare quite well with Figure A.25 in Appendix A. Using this technique, 
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only the first 8 or 10 odd harmonics at the most were usable due to 

additive errors which ruined the accuracy of the rest. 

In comparison, Figure 4.2 is a plot of data obtained from a 

single time domain waveform photographed from oscilloscope traces. 

The input current waveform was assumed to be 

e(t) » 1 0 < t < 2 sec. 

e(t) - -1 4 < t < 6 sec. 

e(t) « 0 2<t<4, 6<t<8 sec. 

and the charge and decay portions of the received voltage waveform 

were curve fitted using a sum of two exponentials of the form 

-atV| , -bt1'2 
e + e 

where is a non-integer variable. The resulting waveforms were 

then sampled 1024 times per quarter period (for a total of 4096 equally 

spaced points) and transformed, giving three decades of usable informa

tion. This example dramatically points out the difference in data 

quality when the signals to be transformed are perfectly clean and 

contaminated only by the digitization interval. In the first case 

only 10 odd harmonics at the most were usable, whereas in the second 

case over 500 odd harmonics (the 500th odd harmonic being the 1001st 

harmonic) were available. 

Additional averaging in the first case would undoubtedly enhance 

the data quality. For future field work, two recommendations are made 

and will be tried, if time and money permit: 1) direct recording of 
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all data in digital form: 2) recording and averaging over several 

cycles for non-noisy signals and averaging over at least 20 cycles 

for noise contaminated signals. 

Appendix C outlines the FFT package developed for this project 

and explains the various subroutines in enough detail for easy 

utilization by interested parties. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

As mentioned in the beginning of this report, the purpose of 

this research was twofold - first, to present a concise picture of 

the polarization process in rocks through analysis and equivalent 

electrical networks, and second, to determine if, by this method, 

induced polarization measurements can be deterministic. A working 

electrical model based on electrochemical considerations was derived 

and it appears possible to make deterministic measurements in the lab

oratory. The latter seems intuitively obvious if the polarization 

process is known and can be modeled, and if it is assumed that each 

sulfide mineral exhibits its own polarization and conduction character

istics. Then predictive or deterministic abilities will be as good as 

the measurements. In this research the measurements were long and 

tedious with more than adequate room for error, but the end results 

indicate that the different characteristics of different sulfide 

minerals can be roughly measured. Laboratory measurements also indicate 

that differences in the equivalent circuit parameters of polarization by 

metallic luster minerals and polarization due to clay minerals will be 

large enough to make differentiation between these two polarization types 

possible. However, more samples will have to be measured before anything 

certain can be said about this. 
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The next logical step is to apply these findings to the field, 

but first a better measuring facility must be purchased or built. Work 

is not expected to go as easily in the field as it did in the lab. Lack 

of control of the rock environment, inhomogeneities, thick or highly 

conducting overburden, mixtures of mineralization types, and many other 

factors will enter into field measurements to complicate them. But again, 

it is felt that if the measurements can be made precise enough and if the 

system can be adequately modeled, meaningful field measurements can be 

made, and the laboratory work should be capable of being extrapolated to 

the field application. 



APPENDIX A 

IMPEDANCE SPECTRA AND DERIVED PARAMETERS 

The figures in this appendix include those referred to in 

Chapter 3 in addition to others which are included for general reference. 

Figures A.l through A.15 are curve matched plots using a single equiva

lent circuit representation. Figures A.16 through A.28 are curve matched 

using a dual equivalent circuit which is comprised of two single circuits 

in parallel. (See Section 3.3.) 

Figures A.29 through A.33 are not curve matched but are included 

to demonstrate the anomalous responseis and large phase angles encountered 

when a rock sample ceases behaving electrically as a disseminated sample 

and looks more like a large, single electrode. These curves cannot be 

matched with the equivalent circuit described in Chapter 2. However, 

for general interest they were successfully matched to functions pro

portional to the inverse square root of frequency for the frequency 

domain and the product of an exponential and the error function in the 

time domain. 

All samples contain disseminated sulfides except those of 

Figures A.14, A.20, A.26, and A.29 through A.33, which are briefly 

described in the captions. 

Table A.l is a listing of parameters derived using a single 

equivalent circuit. Table A.2 lists parameters derived using two single 

circuits in parallel, assuming R ĉ is the same for both. The PFE's for 
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both tables is the point PFE at .3 Hz (equivalent to the .1-1 Hz 

decade PFE) using the curve matched phase angle and equation (3.14). 

All samples are listed in the figiies and tables in alphabetical 

order within their curve match group. 

A few samples are listed in both the single and dual circuit 

tables for comparison of parameters. In all cases where samples are 

doubly listed, the curve fits were equally good for both dual and 

8ingle circuits. The only sample that differed significantly in 

amplitude or phase was OCC-311 (Figures A.8 and A.27) which differs in 

the high frequency phase response. This dual listing is included since 

the accuracy of the high frequency phase angle may be questionable since 

it was a high resistance sample. (See Section 3-2.) 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Table A.l Single Circuit Paranieters 

Sample N Rdc K Ret Cdl PFE 

AJ0-2 1.82 1400 9.97-6 5360 4.17-8 1.4%* 

BIS-5 1.61 2929 3.53-5 2103 3.47-7 7.5 

F 1.41 7102 3.93-5 3788 1.66-7 12 

M0R-1 1.88 258 3.04-4 188 3.81-6 6.3 

M0R-2 1.56 666 2.57-4 207 4.18-6 11 

M0R-3 .291 6350 1.87-4 422 1.10-6 39 

M0R-4 .688 766 3.85-4 .742 4.16-6 20 

0CC-311 .292 380 1.93-4 1105 1.50-7 5.2 

TB-15-1 .392 6840 4.34-7 2820 4.98-10 .34 

TB-15-2 .0488 2660 5.11-6 14,400 1.24-7 1.4 

TB-16-1 2.92 1130 3.37-5 2870 7.59-8 3.0 

TB-17-1 .920 343 4.52-4 129 3.54-6 12 

TB-24-40 1.50 194 8.03-4 212 1.32-5 8.6 

T0LL-MF-1 3.81-3 12.5 7.81-2 11.2 0 17 

Y-4125A 1.59 1780 1.52-5 8340 3.40-8 2.2 

• 8  
Note: 3.40-8 signifies 3.40 x 10 , etc. 

vo 
00 



Table A.2 Dual Circuit Parameters 

F igure Sample Nl,2 ®dc Kl,2 Rctl,2 Cjll,2 PFE 

16 AJO-3 2.71 
1.69 

683 1.63-2 
1.13-5 

4180 
2920 

5.66-8 
1.76-8 

.81 

17 AJO-4 .302 
.0467 

370 2.69-3 
2.25-5 

0 
4820 

5.00-5 
5.64-5 

29 

18 AMAX-6-2-1055 9.96 
.730 

10,500 6.75-5 
3.34-5 

804,000 
4640 

9.77-10 
5.62-7 

12 

19 AMAX-135.5 1.00 
.427 

383 3.70-3 
4.03-4 

136 
0 

2.36-6 
2.21-5 

17 

20 AN-810-A .0481 
0.0 

521 1.52-2 
3.14-2 

7.79 
29.5 

2.37-3 
5.03-6 

49 

21 BIS-2 
1 

.235 
.0875 

316 4.67-4 
2.59-3 

0 
269 

7.91-6 
2.97-7 

24 

22 BIS-3 2.09 
.0187 

271 8.52-4 
4.20-4 

0 
213 

3.79-6 
5.39-7 

15 

23 BIS-4 1.07 
.538 

288 2.04-3 
7.27-4 

824 
15.2 

1.08-6 
8.93-5 

18 

2 BIS-5 3.88 
.714 

1530 5.21-4 
5.23-5 

6260 
956 

1.64-8 
4.81-7 6.8 

24 DK-523 2.20 
.536 

22,800 6.75-6 
1.04-3 

28,400 
48,700 

5.00-7 
0 

4.8 

25 EL-TIRO-1 .809 
.144 

4180 1.38-5 
5.03-4 

2312 
1548 

1.36-6 
1.09-7 

20 



Table A. 2 (Continued) 

Figure Sample Nl,2 Rdc Kl,2 Rctl,2 C«l,2 
PFE 

26 MMM 1.21 10,500 1.10-4 36,100 1.83-10 9.1 
1.05 1.18-5 3490 5.36-7 

4 KOR-1 1.73 300 1.91-2 347 2.58-5 6.9 
.983 3.60-4 228 2.58-6 

27 OCC-311 1.94 218 1.95-3 276 2.10-4 5.3 , 
1.30 1.88-2 1067 9.43-7 

15 Y-4125-A 3.42 1780 2.20-7 350 5.86-9 2.2 
.656 1.40-5 8810 2.32-8 

28 Y-4125-B 1.04 2180 1.24-5 10,500 2.79-8 2.2 
.299 1.04-7 7590 3.05-10 

14 TOLL-MF-1 .464 12.8 3.18-2 58.8 0 17 
.00923 6.03-2 U.9 0 
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APPENDIX B 

CURVE FITTING BY PATTERN SEARCH OPTIMIZATION 

The method used for curve fitting amplitude and phase data 

collected from measured rock samples was through a pattern search 

optimization routine. The computer program used was 0PT4 of GOSPEL, 

a General Optimization Sioftware Package for ELectrical network design 

developed by Huelsman (1968). 

The general strategy of pattern search may be explained by 

assuming that the search algorithm is initiated at a "base" point in 

n-space specified by a vector X£* From this base point each variable 

of X2 *-8 perturbed in a direction to reduce the error in n-space. If 

neither positive nor negative perturbations reduce the error, the variable 

is restored to its previous value and the next X^ is perturbed. The 

perturbations of the Xi which are retained form a new base point which 

will be called X^* The search algorithm now makes a pattern move to 

another point X3 by the relation 

X3 - X2 + 2(Xt - X2) 

New exploratory moves are made from X3 and the process is con

tinued. If a pattern move and the following sequence of exploratory 

moves fails to yield an error reduction, the Xj_ are reset to their 

previous values. The perturbation size is reduced and the process 

restarted. 
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Computing time for this algorithm tends to increase as the 

square of the number of variables. For instance, matching 20 data 

points by iterating on 5 variables for 200 iterations takes approximately 

60 seconds on a CDC 6400 for the single circuit curve match, whereas 200 

iterations on the 9 variable dual circuit takes approximately 200 seconds. 

The 0PT4 subroutine has an optional parameter weighting capa

bility which was used to de-emphasize the contribution of the phase 

measurements since they were less accurate than the magnitude measure

ments. The relative weighting for magnitude was 1.0 and for phase was 

usually no more than 0.5 and no less than 0.1. These ranges of weights 

were arrived at experimentally in the initial curve matching attempts. 



APPENDIX C 

FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM PROGRAM PACKAGE 

This appendix contains an outline of the Fast Fourier Transform 

program package used for this research. Subroutines FOURTRN and COMTRAN 

were obtained from Kitt Peak National Observatory and the rest of the 

programs were developed by the author. All programs were set up as 

subroutines so the only additional programming necessary is a control 

program to read in data and call the subroutines as needed. Following 

the discussion of the individual programs is a complete listing of the 

FFT package. 

C.l Input Cards. Constants, or Variables Needed 

In additon to the COMMON cards necessary as shown in the sample 

listing only two additional items need to be specified. 

1. NOP - total number of points to be transformed. 
NOP cannot exceed 2*-^ » 4096. The input data 
can exceed this number but the program will only 
transform the first 4096 points. 

2. R or TR - Must be filled with NOP points. R is 
used as the input array for a real time function; 
TR is used as the input array for the inverse 
transform of a given frequency spectrum. R is a 
real array and TR is complex (real + imaginary). 
See TR(4100) following. 

C.2 Important Variables and Constants 

NOP - Number of points to be transformed. Must be 
fed into the program. 

136 
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NP » Number of usable points. This is calculated 
as a check in FOURTRN and rounds off NOP to an 
integer power of two if it is not so already. 

ME « Power of 2 which gives NP, i.e., NP « 2*®. 

NH - NP/2. » 

NPG - Number of pages of printout necessary to print 
out entire transformed function with 256 (2®) points 
per page. (For transforms this will be 256 complex 
points.) 

XLP(25) «• Variable used in WRITIT for printout purposes. 

PLOT(lOl) = Variable used in WRITIT for plotting. 

STORE(4100) » Auxiliary variable used for storage in 
computing cross power spectra or transfer functions 
(TRNSFR). 

TR(4100) » Input array if complex Fourier transform 
is known and the inverse is wanted or the real and 
imaginary component output of the Fourier transform. 
If the Fourier transform is of the form: 

al + jblf a2 +jb2 an + jbn 

then TR(1) « a^^ 

TR(2) = bl 

TR(3) - a2 

TR(4) • b2 etc. 

For inverse transforms, TR must be dimensioned to NOP 
+ 2 where 

TR(NOIH-l) - TR(1) 

TR(N0P+2) • TR(2). 

R(4100) « Input array for a real time function. 
Transformed output is also placed in R where: 

R(l) to R(NH) » Magnitude 
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R(NH +1) to R(NP) ® Phase angle normalized by 27r. 

For example, let NOP *• NP =• 8, then 

NH = 4, therefore, 

R(l) «* Magj^, R(5) • Argj^ 

R(2) = Mag2, R(6) = Arg£ etc. 

C.3 Subroutines FOURTRN and COMTRAN 

FOURTRN contains the control program for determining the maximum 

number of points usable, computing the forward and reverse transforms and 

converting complex transforms from rectilinear (Re + Im) to polar 

(Mag + Phase) form. 

SUBROUTINE COMTRAN and XYTRANS do the actual computing for the 

forward and reverse transforms using the Cooley-Tukey base 2 Fast Fourier 

algorithm. 

FOURTRN: Computes the forward transform. Input is 
in R (real). Output is in TR (Re + Im) and R(Mag + 
Phase). 

INVTRAN: Computes the inverse transform. Input is in 
TR (Re + Im). Output is in TR (Re + Im) and R(Mag + 
Phase). 
Note; In order to compute the. inverse transform, the 
TR array must contain TR(NOP + 1) « TR(1), TR(NOP + 2) " 
TR(2). Calling subroutine TRNSFR(2) provides this 
automatically. 

PWRTRAN: Computes the power spectrum or auto power 
spectrum. Input is in R (real time). Output is in 
TR and R (real frequency). 

STRTRAN: Computes the magnitude and phase of a complex 
vector, i.e., converts a vector from rectilinear to 
polar form. Input is in TR (Re + Im). Output is in 
R(Mag + Phase). Data in TR is preserved. 
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C.4 Subroutine WRITIT (M. N) 

This subroutine is used for printing out transform data in an 

easy to use and visualize form. There are five options which allow the 

programmer to print out data in magnitude and phase form (M ® 1), in 

real and imaginary form (M • 2), as the real inverse transform (M = 3), 

or in bar graph plots (M = 4, 5). Following is an outline of the basic 

functions of the WRITIT routine. 

1. M a I, N a Number of pages of printout wanted. 
Prints out the magnitude and phase with 512 points 
per page (256 magnitudes and 256 phases) and a 
maximum of 8 pages of output for 4096 input points. 
If N > NPG, then N is set equal to NPG internally. 

2. M « 2, N = Number of pages of printout wanted. 
Prints out the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier 
transform. Page control is the same as above except 
that the output is now 256 real and 256 imaginary 
points per page. ***CAUTI0N*** This portion of 
WRITIT is the only portion that alters the data 
stored in R. End result will be TR • TR, but R(l) 
to R(NH) - TR (odd); R(NH + 1) to R(NP) - TR (even). 

3. M * 3, N = Number of pages of printout wanted. 
Prints out the real inverse transform. Page control 
is the same as above except that here the maximum 
number of pages available are 16 for 4096 input points 
with 256 real points per page. 

4. M » 4, N « Last point to be plotted. 
Plots the normalized absolute value of a block of 
125 points (2 pages) taken anywhere in R from R(l) 
to R(NH). The normalization is done to the largest 
absolute value in this span of R. If N < 125 the 
program will plot the absolute value of the first 
N points of R. Example: N = 16, would generate a 
plot of ABS(R(U) 1=1. 16. 

5. M « 5, N « Last point to be plotted. 
Plots the normalized absolute value of a block of 
125 points (2 pages) taken anywhere in R from R(NH + 1) 
to R(NP). Normalized to the largest absolute value 
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in R in this span. Example: N • 1297 would 
plot ABS(R(I)) I - 1173, 1297. 

Note: If more points are wanted for plotting, change 
the card after FORMAT 43 from: 

L « N - 124 

to 

L - N - (number of points wanted printed out -1) 

C.5 Subroutine MASSAGE 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, MASSAGE is a special purpose sub

routine used to smooth and average the digitized time domain waveforms. 

The waveforms are initially digitized in the range of 0 to 1000. This 

subroutine first checks the data and forces the charge and discharge cycles 

to be monotonic - removing digitization fluctuations. Then the center 

of symmetry is found and subtracted from the entire waveform to make 

it vary positive and negative. After that, the inverse of the negative 

half cycle is averaged with the positive half cycle and the wavefrom is 

then reformed from the averaged sections. 

C.6 Subroutine TRANSFR(N) 

This subroutine is used to find transfer functions and prepare 

data for INVTRAN as follows: 

TRNSFR(l): Computes the transfer function from 
R(I) STORE(I) and gives the output in R(I) 

TRNSFR(2): Gives output in TR(I) given the input 
in R(I) with TR(NOP + 1) • TR(1) and TR(N0P + 2) • TR(2). 
This data is then used for computing INVTRAN 

TRNSFR(3): Computes an output from R(I) multiplied 
by STORE(I) and gives the output in R(I) 
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Entered into subroutine TRNSFR(N) are the subroutines FAZFIX, 

NEATR, RUNAVT, RUNAVP and RUNAVF. 

Since FOURTRN's axis of symmetry is the center of the data 

interval, FAZFIX is used to shift the transformed data from the center 

to the left hand side of the data interval or vice versa if this is 

wanted. NEATR is just used to eliminate meaningless phase angles for 

even harmonics calculated for periodic data. 

The last three subroutines mentioned above are filters. RUNAVT 

is a three point time domain filter, RUNAVF(0) is a three point frequency 

domain filter and RUNAVP(O) is a three point frequency domain filter for 

periodic data. These filters are sometimes referred to as origin centered 

Hanning filters. RUNAVF(l) and RUNAVP(l) are interval centered frequency 

domain filters which are interval centered Hanning windows in the time 

domain. They are used for making non-periodic data appear periodic [See 

Bergland (1969) and Bingham, Godfrey and Tulcey (1967)] in order to reduce 

various errors in the transformations. Very good results were obtained 

by this author by just tapering the edges of non-periodic data to make 

a better "impedance" match, rather than using the RUNAVF(1) filter. 

C.7 FFT Program Listing 

The following pages contain the computer listing of the pro

grams as last used in this research. The programs are written in a 

version of FORTRAN IV acceptable to the CDC 6400 computer. 



SUBROUTINE FOURTPN 
COMMON TR(4100)*R(4100)*ME* NP* NPPT* NH* NQ* NQM* NOP* 
2 UTN* VTN* NOP* XLP(25)* PLOT(LOL)* STORE(4100) 

C 
L = 1 $ GO TO 5 

C 
ENTRY INVTRAN 
L = 2 $ GO TO 5 

ENTRY STRTRAN 
L = 3 $ GO TO 220 

ENTRY PWRTRAN 
L = O 

C 
c DETERMINE MAXIMUM NO. OF POINTS USEABLE 
c 

5 MF = 0 % NT = NOP/2 % NP = 1 
10 IF (NT) 15*20 
15 ME = ME *1 $ NT = NT/2 $ NP = 2*NP $ GO TO 10 
20 IF (ME-12) 30*30*25 
25 ME = 12 S NP = 4096 
30 NH = NP/2 5 NQ = NP/4 S NQM = NQ-1 $ NOP = NQ+1 $ NPPT = NP*2 

CON = NH $ CON = L.O/CON 
IF (L) 35*70 

35 GO TO (70*250*310) L 
C 
C SCALE AND COMPUTE FORWARD TRANSFORM 
C 

70 DO 100 1=1*NP*2 
TR(I) = R(I)*CON 

100 TR(1*1) = -R(I•1)**CON 
CALL COMTRAN 
DO 200 I=2*NPPT*2 M 

-p-
to 



200 TR ( I )  =  -TR ( I )  
CALL XYTRANS 
IF  (L)  220*210 

210 DO 215 1=1»NP»2 
TR( I )  a  TR( I ) *TR( I )  *TR( I •1 ) *TR( I •1 )  

215 TR( I •1 )  =  0 .0  
C 
C PUT AMP AND ARG INTO R( I )  
C 

220 DO 225 I= l fNH 
IA =  NH* I  
R( I )  =  SQRTF(TR(2»I -1 ) *TR(2* I -1>  *TR(2*1)*TR(2*1) )  
IF  (TR(2* I -1> .NE.0 .0)  GO TO 224 
R( IA> =  0 .0  S IF  (TR(2* I ) .EQ.0 .0)  GO TO 225 

224 R( I  A)  =  AT AN2(  TR(2* I )»  TR(2*1-1) ) /6 .2831853071796 
225 CONTINUE 

RFTURN 
C 
C COMPUTE INVERSE TRANSFORM 
C 

250 CALL XYTRANS 
CALL COMTRAN 
00  300 1=1»NP 

300 R( I )  =  TR( I )  
310 RETURN 

END 



SUBROUTINE COMTRAN 
COMMON TR(4100)*R(4100)»ME* NP» NPPT» NH*  NO» NQM,  NOP* 

2  UTN,  VTN» NOP•  XLP(25)>  PLOT( lOl ) ,  STOPE(MOO) 
C 
c 
C COOLEY-TUKEY ALGORITHM WITHOUT BIT  REVERSAL.  INPUT AND OUTPUT IN  TR » 
C  BUT R( I )  USED DURING CALCULATIONS 
C 

IL  =  1  J  MH =  ME-1  
DO 300 L=1»MH 
IT  =  NH/ IL  % ITA =  2» IT  
ALF =  3»1A15926535898/1L 
C =  CA =  COSF(ALF)  $  S =  SA =  -S INF(ALF)  
TSA =  -2 .0«S 
ALF =  2«  0*ALF $  CM =  CTA =  COSF(ALF)  $  SM =  STA =  -S INF(ALF)  

C 
C MOST SIGNIFICANT BIT  OF J  
C 

JO =  0  
50  JWTN =  IT«(JO- l )  $  JR =  - ITA 

C 
C REMAINING BITS OF J  
C 

DO 100 IJR =  19 IL  
JWTN =  JWTN « . IT  $  JR =  JR* ITA 
UTN =  CM -TSA»S $  CM =  C 
VTN =  SM +TSA»C $  SM =  S 
C =  UTN S S =  VTN 

C 
C REMAINING BITS OF K 
C 

DO 100 IK =  1• IT*  2  
KA =  JR • IK  $  KB =  KA + IT  S KC =  IK +JWTN 
R(KC)  =  TR(KA)  •TR(KB)»UTN -TP(KB + 1 ) *VTN 

100 R(KC+1)  =  TR(KA+1)  +TR(KB)»VTN *TR(KB+1)*UTN 



IF (JO)  180 »150 
150 C =  -CA $  S =  -SA $  CM -  -CTA $  SM =  -STA 

JO =  IL  S GO TO 50  
C 
C REPLACE IN  TR 
C 

180 DO 200 1=1»NP 
200 TR( I )  =  R( I )  
300 IL  =  2®IL 

Tp(NP+l )  =  TR(1)  S TR(NP+2)  =  TR(2)  
RFTURN 

c 
c 
c COMPUTES ( -1 ) * *J  TIMES THE IGPP X-Y TRANSFORM ON TR(I) *  J-0»NH 
C 

ENTRY XYTRANS 
c »»»»»•»»#»»««» 

ALF =  6 .2831853071796/NP $  CM =  COSF(ALF)  $  SM S -S INF(ALF)  
C =  UTN =1 .0  S S =  VTN =  0 .0  
TSA =  -2 .0»SM $  CON =  0 .5  
DO 500 1=1»NQP 
IA =  2*1  -  1 $  IB =  NPPT -  IA 
XA =  TR( IA)  •TR( IB)  $  XB =  TR( IA)  -TR( IB)  
XC =  TR( IA+1)  •  TRdB + l )  $  XD =  TR( IB*1)  -TR( IA*1)  
XE =  UTN»XC -VTN*XB S XF =  UTN*X9 *VTN*XC 
TR( I  A)  =  CON*(XA+XE)  $  TR( IB)  =  CON*(XA-XE)  
TR( IA*1)  =  CON*(XF*XD)  $  TR( IB*1)  =  CON*(XF-XD)  
UTN =  CM -TSA»S 5  CM =  C 
VTN =  SM •TSA^C $  SM =  S 
C =  UTN S S =  VTN 

500 CON =  -CON 
RFTURN 
END 



SUBROUTINE WRITIT (M*N) 
COMMON TR(4100)*R(4100)*ME* NP* NPPT* NH* NQ* NQM* NQP* 
2 UTN* VTN* NOP* XLP(25)* PLOT(LOL)* STORE(4100) 
DATA POINT*RLANK/1HZ»1H / 
NPG = (NH • 255)/256 
IF (N.LE.NPG) NPG = N 
GO TO (1*2*3*4*5) M 

C 
C PRINT REAL AND IMAGINARY - OPTION 2 

CAUTION THIS PORTION OF THE SUBROUTINE MODIFIES THE 
C DATA STORED IN THE R-VECTOR DURING THE OPT-2 PLOT ROUTINE 
C 
2 DO 2105 I = 1 * NH 

IA = NH • I $ R(IA) = TR(2»I) 
2105 R(I) = TR(2*1-1) 

IHB = 4H RE $ IHC = 4H IM $ GO TO 2010 
C 
C PRINT MAGNITUDE AND PHASE - OPTION 1 
C THIS PLOT ROUTINE DOES NOT ALTER STORED DATA. 
C 
1 IHB = 4H AMP $ IHC = 4H ARG 
2010 IHA = 4H I 

DO 2050 1=1* NPG 
PRINT 111 

111 FORMAT (1H1) 
PRINT 2025* ((IHA, IHB* JC). JR = 1*5) 

2025- FORMAT (/1X*5(4X»A4*4X*A4*6X*A4)/> 
DO 2050 J = 1*52 
IA = 256»(I-1)+ J $ IB S IA • NH 
DO 2040 K = 1*15*3 
XLP(K) = IA - 1 $ XLP(K + L) = R(I A) $ XLP(K+2) = R(IB) 
IB = IB • 51 

2040 IA = IA + 51 
2050 PRINT 2051 *(XLP(IA)* IA=1*15) 
2051 FORMAT (3X5(F6.0*2F10.6)) 

RETURN 



c 
C PRINT INVERSE TRANSFORM - IE ORIGINAL WAVEFORM FROM TRANSFORM 
C OPTION 3 
c THIS PLOT ROUTINE DOES NOT ALTER STORED DATA. 
c 
3 CONTINUE 

Do 2070 I = 1FN 
PRINT 111 
DO 2070 J = 1*52 
IA = 256S(1-1)• J 
DO 2060 K = 1*10*2 
XLP<K) = IA-L $ XLPCK+1) = R(IA) $ IA = IA • 51 

2060 CONTINUE 
2070 PRINT 2071* (XLP(IA)* IA = 1*10) 
2071 FORMAT(5X*5(F6.0*F10.6*5X)) 

RFTURN 
c 
C SUBROUTINE FOR LINE SPECTRA PLOT 
C M = 4* N = LAST POINT TO BE PLOTTED 
C PLOTS THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF WHATEVER IS I N  T H E  R - VECTOR 
C FROM I = 1»NH. WILL PLOT OUT A TOTAL OF 125 POINTS. 
C DOES NOT ALTER THE DATA STORED IN TR OR R DURING THE PLOT ROUTINE 
C • FOR M = 5* N = LAST POINT TO BE PLOTTED* THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS 
C ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE CONTENTS OF THE R-VECTOR FOR I = NH*L*NOP 
C 
C 
C LOOK FOR GREATEST MAGNITUDE COMPONENT 
C 
5 NALPHA S NH • 2 

NJ = NH • 1 * 
DO 10 IND =NJ*NP 
TEMP = ABS<R<IND)) 
TFMQ = ABS(R(NALPHA)) 
IF(TEMP.GE.TEMQ) NALPHA = IND 

10 CONTINUE I? 
GO TO 11 



c 
c 
4 NALPHA =  2  

DO 20  IND =  1*NH 
TEMP =  ABS(P( IND))  
TFMQ =  ABS <R(NALPHA))  
IF (TEMP.GE.TEMQ) NALPHA =  IND 

20 CONTINUE 
C 
C GET NORMALIZING FACTOR -  ANORM -
C 
11 ANORM =  l . /TEMQ 

PRINT 43*  ANORM 
43  FORMAT (1H1» 40X^NORMALIZED PLOT -  NORMALIZING FACTOR =  * *F10.6»  

2  / /»12X»1H0*9X»2H10»8X*2H20»8X*2H30»8X*2H40*8X »2H50 »8X »2H60» 
3  8X»2H70*8X»2H80»8X*2H90*7X*3H100* / *  
4  12X»1HT»9X»1HT»9X»1HT»9X»1HT*9X*1HT»9X*1HT*9X»1HT»9X*1HT»9X*1HT» 
5  9X»lHT*9X»lHT»/ )  
L  =  N -  124 
IF  (L .LE.  1 )  L  =  1  
DO 30  IZ  =  L»N 
TEMP =  ABS(R( IZ) )  
IFACT =  ANORM»100.»  TEMP •  1 .5  
IY  =  IZ  -  1 
Do 40  IX  =  1»IFACT 

40  PLOT( IX)  =  POINT 
IF  ( IFACT.GE.101)  GO TO 50  
IFACT =  IFACT •  1  
DO 41  IX  =  IFACT.  101 

41  PLOT( IX)  =  BLANK 
50  PRINT 42 ,  IY*  PLOT 
42  FORMAT <5X»I5»2X*101A1)  
30  CONTINUE 

RETURN 



SUBROUTINE MASSAGE 
COMMON TR(4100)*R(4100)»ME* NP» N P P T *  NH,  NQ* NQMt NQP» 

2  UTN* VTN*  NOP* XLP(25) ,  PLOT( lOl ) *  STORE(4100)  
NHM1 =  NH-1  
NOPM1 s  NOP-1 
N 4  =  N O P / 4  
N34 =  3»N4 
N4M1 =  N4 -  1 
N34M1 =  N34 -  1  
SUM =  0 .  
ANOP =  NOP 
DO 1  I  = 1» N4M1 
IF (R( I *1 )«LT*R( I ) )  R( I •1 )  =  R( I )  
IF(R(N34+I+1)«LT»R(N34 *1 ) )  R(N34+I*1)  =  R(N34 *1)  
CONTINUE 
DO 2  I  = N4 *  N34M1 
IF (R( I •1 )  .GT.  R ( I ) )  R(1*1)  =  R ( I )  
CONTINUE 
SUM =  R(NH)  •  R(NH-1)  •  R(NH-2)  •  R(NH-3)  •  R(NH-4> •  R(NOP)  

1  R(NOP- l )  •  R(NOP-2)  •  R(NOP-3)  •  R(NOP-4)  
AVG =  SUM/10.  
DO 4  I  = 1*NOP 
R( I )  =  R( I )  -  AVG 
DO 5  I  = 1•  NH 
R( I )  =  (R( I )  -  R( I *NH)) /2 .  
R( I+NH)  =  -R( I )  
RFTURN 
END 

vo 



SUBROUTINE TRNSFR(N)  
COMMON TR(4100)»R(4100)»ME» NP» NPPT» NH*  NQ* NQM,  NQP* 

2  UTN* VTN*  NOP* XLP(25>» PLOT( lOl ) *  STORE<4100)  

IF (N.EQ.2)  GO TO 210 
IF  (N.EQ.3)  GO TO 205 

C 
DO 202 I = 1»NH 
IF(ST0RE(I).LE.1.0E-10) STORE(I>=1. 
R(I) = R <I)/STORE(I) 
R(I+NH)  =  R( I  *NH)  -  STORE( I+NH)  
IF (R( I *NH>.LE. -0 .5 )  R( I+NH> =  R( I+NH)  •  1 .0  
IF(R( I *NH) .GE.0 .5)  R( I *NH> =  R( I+NH>-1 .0  

202 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

210 CONTINUE 
NUTS =  10  

211 TP(1)  =  R(1)  
P IE =  3 .1415926535898 
TP(2)  =  0 .0  
DO 220 I  = 2 .  NH 
Tp(2* I - l>  =  R( I )  * COS(R(I«-NH)»2.*PIE) 
Tp(2* I )  =  R( I )  »  SIN(R( I+NH)*2 .»PIE> 

220 CONTINUE 
TR(NOP*l )  =  TR(1)  
TR(NOP+2)  =  TR(2)  
IF(NUTS.EQ.O) GO TO 301 
IF(NUTS.EQ.I) GO TO 302 
RFTURN 

205 DO 206 I = IT NH 
R( I )  =  R( I )  «  STORE( I )  
R(I *NH)  =  R ( I  *NH)  • '  STORE( I+NH)  
IF (R( I *NH) .LE. -0 .5 )  R( I *NH)  -  R( I+NH)  •  1 .0  
IF(R( I *NH) .GE.0 .5)  R( I *NH)  =R( I *NH)-1 .0  

206"  CONTINUE cn 
RETURN °  



c 
c 

ENTRY FAZRIX 
c »»«»«««««»««« 

c 
00 216 I = 2«N0P»4 

216 TR(I) = -TR(I) 
DO 217 I = 3»N0P»4 

217 TR <I) = -TR(I) 
TR(2) = 0.0 
RFTURN 

c 
c 

ENTRY NEATR 

C 
N = 1 
IF((R(3)/R(2>) .LE. .00001) GO TO 1 
N = 0 

i  RETURN 
1 ' CONTINUE 

DO 2 I = 1» NH» 2 
R(I) = R(I•NH) A .0 

2 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

c 
c 

ENTRY RUNAVT 
Q 
C 

F1 = .25 $ F2 A .5 
NPS = NOP - 1 
00 21 I = 2 * NPS 

21 TR (I) = R(I-1)*F1 • R(I)»F2 • R(I*1)*F1 K-
R (1) = R(N0P)«F1 • R(1)»F2 • R(2)»F1 2 
R(NOP) = R(N0P-1)*F1 • R(N0P)»F2 • R(1)*F1 



3 

C 
C 

C 
C 

3 

9 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

00 3 I = 2*NPS 
R(I) = TR(I) 
RETURN 

ENTRY RUNAVP 

NUTS = 0 
GO TO 211 
F1 = .25 $ F2 = .5 
N0PM4 = NOP-4 
N0PM5 = NOP-5 
IF(N.EQ.I) F1 = -.25 
DO 9 I = 1•NOP 
R(I) = 0.0 
00 4 I = 7»N0PM5»4 
R {I) = TR(I)TTF2 • ( TR(I 
00 5 I = 8»N0PM4*4 
R (I) = TR(I)«F2 • ( TR(I 
IF(N.EQ.I) GO TO 6 
R (3) = TR(3)*F2 • TR(7)«F2 
R (4) = TR(4)*F2 • TR(8)*F2 
R(NOP-L) = TR(N0P-1)*F2 • TR(N0P-5)*F2 
R(NOP) = TR(N0P)»F2 + TR(N0P-4)«F2 
GO TO 7 
CONTINUE 
R(3) = TR(3)*F2 - TR(7)«F2 
R (4) = TR(.4)*F2 - TR(8)«F2 
R(NOP-L) = TR(N0P-1)»F2 - TR(N0P-5)»F2 
R(NOP) = TR(N0P)»F2 - TR<N0P-4)*F2 
CONTINUE 
DO 8 I = 19 NOP 
TP(I) = R(I) 
CALL STRTRAN 
RETURN 

-4) + TR(1+4) )»F1 

-4) • TR(I+4) )»F1 



ENTRY RUNAVF 

NUTS = 1 
GO TO 211 
F1 = .25 $ F2 = .5 
IF (N.EQ.L) F1 = -.25 
N0PM3 = NOP-3 
N0PM2 = NOP-2 
DO 10 I = 3»N0PM3*2 
R(I) = ( TR(1-2) • TR(I+2))»F1 • TR(I)*F2 
DO 11 I = 4»N0PM2*2 
R(I) = ( TR(1-2) • TR(1+2))*F1 • TR(I)*F2 
R ( 2 )  =  . 0  
IF(N.EQ.L) GO TO 13 
R(1) = TR(1)*F2 • TR(3)*F2 
R(NOP) = TR(NOP)»F2 • TR(N0P-2)»F2 
R(NOP-L) = TR(NOP-L)»F2 + TR(NOP-3)*F2 
GO TO 14 
CONTINUE 
R(1) = TR(1)»F2 - TR(3)*F2 
R(NOP-L) = TR(N0P-1)«F2 - TR(N0P-3)*F2 
R(NOP) = TR(NOP)»F2 - TR(N0P-2)*F2 
CONTINUE 
DO 12 I = L»NOP 
TR(I) = R(I) 
CALL STRTRAN 
RFTURN 
END 
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